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I.  INTRODUCTION 
1.  The  Community  merchant  fleet  on  the ship registers of  Member  States 
has  suffered since  1~80 a  dramatic decl lne  both  In  absolute  tonnage 
and  In  Its share of  the world  fleet.  The  tonnage  was  practical Jy 
halved  between  1980  and  1988(1)  .  The  share of  the world  fleet 
fell  during  the  decade  from  1970  to 1980  by  about  3%  to 29,7%  but 
this share  had  decl lned  by  1988  to 15.4%. 
Even  If  account  Is  taken  also of  vessels registered outside  the 
Community  but  control led  by  Community  based  companies,  there  Is  the 
same  tendency.  While  the world  fleet  as  a  whole  declined only 
marginally  {about  5%).  the  Community-owned  fleet  was  28.3%  down  In 
· 1987- last  year  for  which  relevant  figures  are available- In 
comparison  with  1981. 
The  situation of  the  Community  fleet  has  continued  to·-deterlorate 
since  the Commission  Communication  to  the Council  transmitted on  19 
March  1985(2)  .  Sale of  ships and  flagging out  has  become  an  ever 
more.serious  problem.  with  negative consequences  for  the employment 
of  Community  seafarers.  In  addition.  significant  developments  have 
taken  place  In  International  shipping  In  respect  of  ship 
registration.  In  particular  there  has  been  the  development  of 
"offshore" or  "second"  registers and  moves  to extend  the use of 
paral let  registers.  Given  the present  circumstances of world 
shipping such  options have  proved  Increasingly  popular  to Community 
shipowners  In  preference  to  the  traditional  main  registers of 
Member  States.  This development  presents  the  danger  of  an 
Increasing divergence  In  operating conditions between  Member 
States'  fleets and  distortion of  conditions of  competition  between 
Community  shipowners. 
2.  If  the  downward  trend  Is  not  to continue  there  Is  a  need  for 
substantial  measures  which  go  beyond  those  taken on  the  basis of 
proposals  In  the Communication  and  earl ler. 
Following  the  adoption of  the  package of  four  Regulations  In 
December  1986(3),  which  focused  In  particular  on  the  threat  to 
Community  shipping  from  protectionist policies and  practices of 
third countries.  there  Is  a  clear  need  for  further  development  of 
Community  policy to meet  the  problems  relating to the erosion of 
the  competitive advantage of  Member  States'  fleets  In  the world 
market. 
(1)  See  Statistical  Annex,  Table  1 
{2)  COM(85)90  final 
(3)  OJ  L 378,  31.12.86 -·' 2 ·-
When  adopting  the  four  Regulations,  the council  therefore agreed on 
a  "Statement"  relating  to  the  further  development  of  Community 
shipping policy.  In  that  Statement,  the Council  recognised  the  need 
for  further  measures  which  precisely would  aim  to maintain and 
develop  an  efficient and  compet'ltive Community  shipping  industry 
and  to secure competitive sea  transport  services  lri  the  interest of 
Community  trade.  To  this effect efforts are needed  to  reduce  the 
disparities  In  operating conditions and  costs between  the Community 
fleets as a  whole  and  their  foreign  competitors.  The  Commission 
undertook  to come  forward  with  relevant  proposals  to  the  Councl I 
and  this  Is  the subject  of  the  present  Communication. 
3 .. The  Commission  Is convinced  that only a  combination of  concerted 
measures,  taken at  Community  and  national  level  with  the  necessary 
participation and  co-operation of  shipowners  and  seafarers can  have 
the  required positive  Impact  on  the operating conditions of 
Community  shipping.  This  Impact  must  provide sufficient  Incentive 
for  Community  shipowners  to register  their  ships within  the 
Community  and  man  those  ships,  to  the  highest  possible proportion, 
with  Community  seafarers.  Such  objectives can  be  achieved on·ty  If 
the oper·ating conditions of  the Community  fleet  Improve  Its 
competitive  position  in  the world  market. 
4.  Having  considered possible measures  that  could  be  taken at 
Community  level,  the Commission  has  concluded  that  one  effective 
means  of  asslstlng  the Community  fleet  to make  the  necessary 
adjustments  In  the  face  of  Its present difficulties would  be  the 
establishment of  a  Community  register,  parallel  to exist·lng 
national  registers.  Such  a  register  could contribute  to  the 
achievement  of  the  single  Internal  market  in  the Community,  and 
would  bring other  advantages  which  are  discussed  In  Chapter  IV 
below.  A proposal  for  a  Council  Regulation  to establish a  Community 
ship register  Is  attached at  Annex  1. 
5.  In  addition,  the Commission  Is  proposing  a  number  of  further 
measures,  and  areas  for  further  work,  which  have  as  their objective 
the  Improvement  of  the competitive position of  the Community  fleet. 
Thus,  the Commission's  research  programme  Includes work  aimed  at 
achieving greater  technical  efficiency· In  order  to consolidate  the 
fleet's  long  term  future,  by,  In  particular,  putting Community  ship 
operators  In  a  competitive position allowing  them  to accept  the 
higher  costs of  Community  seafarers.  Measures  to achieve mutual 
recognition of  technical  equipment,  thus  facilitating  the  transfer 
of  ships between Community  countries are  being  pursued.  Similarly, 
proposed  social  measures  Include  a  proposal  for  mutual  re·cognition 
of seafarers'  qualifications.  Measures  are also  to be  taken  to 
ensure as far  as possible that  third country  flag ships coming  to 
Community  ports operate  In  full  observance of  Internationally 
applicable safety,  environment  and  employment  standards,  as  laid 
down  In  the  relevant  IUO  and  ILO  Conventions;  a  Commission 
Recommendation  Is at Annex  2.  The  use of  Community  flag shipping 
for  the  transport of  food  aid will  be  promoted.  Communl~y shipping 
companies  will  be  defined,  In  order  to ensure  that  the  rights and 
benefits attached  to shipping  In  the Community  are  available. only - 3  -
to companies  with  a  substantial  presence  in  the Community:  a 
proposal  for  a  Regulation  Is at  Annex  3.  There  Is  also a  proposal 
for  the  application to sea  transport  within Uember  States of  the 
principle of  freedom  to provide services:  a  proposal  for  a 
Regulation,  which  supersedes  the earl ler  proposal  of  the  Commission 
In  COM{85)90,  Annex  11-2,  Is  attached at  Annex  4.  It  is also 
necessary  that  the  position of  shipping consortia  In  relation  to 
the  competition  rules of  the Treaty  should  be  clarified;  the 
Commission  wi  II  submit  a  proposal  to  the Councl I  on  the subject  as 
soon  as  possible.  And  finally,  the  treatment  of  shipping  for  VAT 
and  certain excise  purposes  Is  to be  clarified. 
6.  The  Commission  has  come  to the  conclusion,  corroborated  by  three 
studies carried out  for  the  Commlsslon<1){2){3),  that,  among  the 
range of  posslb1e measures  and  actions,  fiscal  and  financial 
measures  aimed  at  reducing  the  burdens  on  Community  shipping  not 
shared  by  third country competitors could also have  an  Impact.  But 
such  measures,  If  Introduced  by  Uember  States separately and 
outside  a  common  framework,  may  not  achieve  their objectives and 
may  well  lend  to a  further  divergence of operating conditions 
between  Member  States'  fleets  and  a  distortion of  competition 
between  Community  shipowners. 
7.  Such  fiscal  and  financial  measures,  as  wei  I  as  any  other  state 
aids,_ have  to comply  with  the  relevant  rules of  the Treaty,  and  the 
Commission  has  adopted guidelines  for  the examination  by  It  of 
state aids  to  the  shipping  Industry,  contained  In  a  Commission 
document  on  the subject<4>. 
8.  The  Commission  Is  confident  that,  taken  together,  this substantial 
list of  proposed measures offers  the  Community  fleet  a  new  future 
In  line with  the  development  of  the  single market. 
I I.  THE  SITUATION  OF  THE  SHIPPING  INDUSTRY 
(1)  CHANGES  IN  WORLD  AND  COMMUNITY  SHIPPING 
9.  The  protracted oversupply of  shipping services world-wide,  and  the 
consequent  fall  In  freight  rates,  have  precipitated a  serious 
decline of  the  Community's  merchant  fleet.  Despite  the  reduction  In 
world  shipping capacity that  has  taken  place during  the  Eighties, 
and  despite  the upturn  In  seaborne  trade over  the  last  two  years, 
the world  shipping market  Is only  now  reaching  a  balance,  and  In 
some  sectors this point  has  not  yet  been  reached.  Over  a  prolonged 
period markets  have  been  characterised by  freight  rates that  were 
so  low  that only  those  ships with  the  highest  levels of 
productivity could  compete  effectively. 
(1)  "A  social  Survey  !n Uarltlme Transport"  by  Uarltlme  Economic 
Research  Centre Rotterdam- 1987. 
(2)  "Study  of  the  Possible Financial  Impact  on  Shipping Companies  and 
Sailors of  Measures  to aid  the  Community  Fleet•  by  KPMG  Peat  Marwick 
Treuhand  GmbH- 1988  (unpublished) 
(3)  •EEC  Maritime  Industries Polley Study"  by  Uoore  Stephens- 1989 
(4)  •Financial  ~nd Fiscal  Measures  concerning  Shipping Operations with 
ships registered  In  the  Community",  SEC(89)921 - 4  -
10.  The  Increased competition has  had  serious consequences  for  the 
Community  fleet,  which  has  contracted  rapidly.  The  Community  fleet 
shrank  almost  four  times  as  fast  as world  capacity  In  the  first 
part of  the  Eighties,  or  almost  one-and-a-half  times  as  fast  as 
world  shipping  demand.  The  consequences  of  this rapid contraction 
are measured  in  terms  of  Increased dependence  on  the services of 
third country operators,  lost  foreign  exchange  earnings,  lost 
employment,  lost  Influence  In  International  trade  and  shipping 
negotiations and  lost  orders  for  Community  shipyards. 
11.  The  following  paragraphs present  a  more  detailed analysis of  this 
dec II ne. 
(a)  Reduced  demand  for  world  shipping services 
12.  Cargo  movements  by  sea  In  1988,  measured  by  tonne-miles,  were  still 
9%  below  the  1980  level,  following  a  disastrous  fall  by  24%  between 
1980  and  1983.  This  drop  represents  not  only  a  fall  In  the  total 
volume  of  seaborne  trade but,  more  significantly,  a  fall  in  the 
distances which  this  trade  Is  carried.  The  trend varies  for  the 
different  categories of  cargo:  broadly speaking,  crude oil 
movements  are  down  38%,  while  those of oil  products are  up  by 
almost  one  third,  movements  of other major  bulk commodities  have 
grown  by  28%- most  of  the  expansion being  In  coal  trades - and 
the movement  of other  cargoes  has  expanded  by  9%  (Table  2). 
13.  Irreversible changes  have  been  taking  place  In  the  relationship 
between  the  level  of  economic  activity and  that  of  seaborne  trade. 
Firstly,  the upturn which  the world  economy  has  experienced during 
the  last  few  years  has  not  been  accompanied  by  an  equivalent 
Increase  In  seaborne  cargo volumes.  This  Is explicable  In  terms of 
structural  changes  In  the world  economy:  slower  growth  In  demand 
for  primary  commodities,  rncreased economic  importance  for  the 
service sector. 
14.  Secondly,  changes  In  trade patterns are  leading  seaborne  transport 
to and  from  industrial lsed countries  to grow  more  slowly  than  the 
expanding  world  economy.  Examples  of  these  changes  are  the  decrease 
of  the  average  voyage  distance  for  some  of  the main  bulk 
commodities,  notably oil, as  newer  production areas become 
Important;  and  the establishment of manufacturing  and  processing 
facilities  In  newly-industrial lsed countries so that  trade between 
the  EC  and  those countries  tends  towards  lower-volume,  higher-value 
goods  than  In  the past.  The  Importance of  the Pacific Basin,  and 
particularly of  South  and  East  Asia,  as a  focus of  world  economic 
activity has  Increased sharply during the past  decade  and  as  a 
consequence·the  role of  the European  economies  as a  generator·of 
cargoes  has  become  relatively  less  Important.  These  developments 
have  an  Inevitable effect on  the  demand  for  shipping services 
generated  by  the Community. 
15.  While  world  seaborne  trade  Cor  the demand  for  shipping services) 
fell  between  1980  and  1988  by  9%,  the capacity of  the world  fleet 
(or  the supply of shipping services)  fell  by  only  5%  (Table 1). - 0-
Excess  shipping capacity was  stll/1  estimated  to be  about  20%  a  year 
ago  In  spite of  the slight upturn since 1986  In  crude oil  trade  and 
further  reductions  In  the world  fleet.  More  recently developments 
have  confirmed  the  Improvement  of  the world  market  towards  a 
balance  between  the supply  and  demand  to shipping services although 
In  some  sectors,  In  particular certain  liner  trades,  considerable 
overcapacity persists. 
16.  While  It  Is estimated that  the  recent  recovery  In  the  level  of· 
seaborne  trade will  continue with  Improved  freight  rates,  It  needs 
to be  borne  In  mind  that  the existing beneficial  effects can  be 
short-14ved as new  tonnage  Is  acQuired  to take  advantage of 
Improving  markets. 
(b)  Fleet  developments  and  the decline of  the Community  fleet 
17.  After  years of  expansion,  the community's  shipping capacity 
contracted sharply  In  the Eighties.  The  Community  fleet  Is  now 
smaller  than  In  1980  and  Is  also a  smaller  part of  the world  fleet. 
18.  Since  1980  the  tonnage  registered  In  the eleven maritime  Member 
States has  fallen  from  117  million gross  tons  to 59  ml  I lion  tons  In 
1988- a  decrease of  about  50%  while  the number  of  ships fell  from 
11  218  to 6  512  (Table  3).  As  a  share of  the world  fleet, 
Community-registered  tonnage  In  1988 was  15.4%,  compared  with more 
than  29,7%  In  1980. 
19.  To  a  large extent  the  reduction  has  been  the  result of  •flagging 
out•  by  shipowners.  However,  the Community-owned  fleet  as  a  whole, 
I.e.  Including also the ships beneficially owned  by  Community 
shipowners,  has  also been  significantly reduced. 
In  1981,  this Community-owned  fleet  accounted  for  more  than  34%  of 
world  sh Ipplng  capacIty;  In  1987,  It  was  27%.  WhIle  wor I  d  sh Ipplng 
capacity,  measured  by  deadweight  tonnes,  fell  by  8%  between  1981 
and  1987,  Community-owned  capacity dropped  bY  28%  (Table  4). 
20.  The  decline of  the different sectors of  the Community  fleet  has  not 
run  par;sllel  with  the evolution of  those sectors worldwide. 
Moreover,  It  has  not  been  evenly  experienced across  the Member 
States'  fleets  <Table  6). 
In  the  six years  1981-1987,  the capacity of  the community-owned 
tanlcer  f I  eet  fe I 1 by  40%.  the same  as  the  fa II  In  wor I  d  demand 
for  crude oil  capacity.  Another  third of  the  fleet  only 
remained  competitive by  being  transferred to open  registries so 
that  the Community-registered  fleet  declined  twice as fast  as 
the world  fleet,  with  a  fall  of  54%.  The  effects were  greatest 
In  the  UK,  the Federal  Republic,  France  and  the Netherlands. 
In  the dry  bulk  sector,  Community-owned  capacity dropped  over 
the same  period by  13%  while world  capacity grew  by  16%.  Again, 
competltl.veness  for  a  large part of  the fleet  could only be 
maintained  by  transferring  It  to open  registries:  about  40%  of 
the Community-owned  fleet  was  flagged out  In  this way.  The 
effects were  most  severe  In  the  UK  and  the  Federal  Republic. - 6-
Community-owned  non-bulk  capacity ·In  1987  was  nearly  20%  below 
the  19.81  level  with a  36%  drop  In  the Community-registered 
share.  However.  this conceals sharp  differences according  to 
vessel  types.  The  Community's  conventional  general  cargo fleet 
has  declined much  faster  than  the world's fleet.  with  most  of 
the  loss occurring  In  the Greek  ·fleet.  The  decline of  this 
sector was  to be  expected with  the advent  of contalnerlsatlon. 
and  Indeed  the container  sector  has  expanded.  with  recent· 
growth  taking place  In  the Federal  Republic  and  Denmark.  The 
ex'panslon  has  not.  though.  been·sufflclent  to enable  the_. 
~unity to maintain  Its worl-d  share  In  this expanding  part of 
the sh"lpplng  market:  It stood at  28%  In  1987.  against  36%  as 
rec~n11y as  1983.  Over  the  same  period.  the world  share of  the 
open-registry container  fleets  had  doubled.  There  were  sharp 
Increases  too  In  the  Far  East  container  fleets  (Table 7).  There 
are signs that overcapacity  lnithe contalnerlsed sector will 
Increase.  particularly  In  the trans-atlantic and  Tran~paclflc 
trades. 
21.  Each  of  the Member  States•  fleets  Is  smaller  now  than  It  was  In 
1980.  with  the exception of Belgium  whose  fleet  continued to grow 
until  1986.  The  largest  tonnage  falls have  been  In  the Greek- and 
UK-~eglstered fleets.  which  together  account· for  two-thirds of  the 
decl;lne  In  the Community-registered  fleet.  The  crisis  In  Greek 
sh'lpplng  led  to a  doubling of Greek-owned  ships on  open  reglstr les 
between  1981  and  1987.  but  total  Greek-owned  capacity still  fell  by 
some  8%  (Table 8). 
22.  While  most  OECD  fleets have  declined over  the  last  decade.  the 
United  States fleet  has  Increased  by  a  third.  Nonethele~s.  the OECD 
share of world  shipping  In  1988  stood at  34%  compared  with  53%  In 
1980.  The  rate of expansion of  the  COMECON  fleet  In  the  1970s  has 
not  been  sustained  In  the  1980s.  and  Its world  share  Is  now  7%.  The 
fleets of  the developing countries have  Increased  by  60%  In  the 
Eighties  an~ now  represent  just over  20%  of world  shipping.  The 
growth  has  been  heavily biased towards  South  and  East  Asia.  where 
four  newly  lndustrlalised·countries (Rep.  of  China.  Hong  Kong. 
Singapore  and  South  Korea)  had  6.8%  of world  shipping capacity  In 
1988  (f_rom  3.9%  In  1980). 
23.  The  tendency  for  the  fleets of developing  countries  to provide 
sharp competition to the Community  fleet  highlights one  aspect of 
present  Community  policy with  respect  to shipbuilding.  Present 
policy places a  ceiling on  the amount  of national  aid that may  be 
accorded  to a  Community  shipyard building a  ship for  registration 
In  the Community.  The~e rules may  be  relaxed for  ships  for 
developing countries. with  the result  that  a  Member  State was 
recently allowed  to pay  bigger  aids  for  two  container  ships for 
Singapore  than  could  have  been  paid  for  container ships for  the 
COmrnun·lty  fleet.  The  Convnlsslon  has  now  Introduced  a  stricter 
lnterpretat ion  o.f  the rules concerning shipbuilding aid for 
developing countries. - 7-
24.  The  open  registry fleets'  share of world  shipping  has  grown  from 
27%  to  35%,  but  this conceals some  sharp changes.  The  Liberian. 
fleet  Is  now  a  third smaller  than  It  was  In  1980,  the  Panamanian 
fleet  Is  twic~' as  large  and  the Cypriot  fleet  is eight  times 
larger.  In  the  recent  years,  the  newer  open  registries,  such  as 
Vanuatu,  St.  Vincent  and  Antigua,  have  grown  sharply and  have 
Intensified  the  competition between  open  registries to attract 
shlpowne~s. 
25.  However,  the most  remarkable  feature of  recent  years  has  been  the 
growth  of  "offshore" or  "International"  registries.  These  reg'lsters 
differ  from  open  registries  In  that  ships operating on  the  former 
fly  the  flag  o·f  the  country  concerned.<*>  By  June  1988,  the 
Norwegian  International  Registry  had  attracted 241  ships of  12.2. 
ml.ll ion  tonnes  deadweight  within a  year  of  Its establishment.  Most 
of  these were  tran'sfers  from  the main  Norwegian  registry  but  an 
estimated  40%  were  repatriated  from  other  flags.  By  the  end  of 
1987,  the  Isle of  Man,  one  of  th~ UK's-s~cond registries,  had 
attracted 112  ships of  2.3 mlll_lon  gross  tons  and  there was  more 
tanker  tonnage  registered  In  the  Isle of  Man  than  In  the  UK  Itself. 
The  Bermudan  registry expanded  too,  to stand at  3.7 million gross 
tons at  mid-1988,  reflecting  In  part  the  flagging-In of  tankers  In 
order  to gain Royal  Navy  protection  In  the Gulf.  Within  days  of 
opening  In  August  1988,  the  Danish  International  Register  had 
attracted a  large part of  the  fleet  from  the main  Danish  registry. 
( 
(c)  Relative  ageing of  the  Community  fleet 
26.  However,  ap~rt  from  the  case of  the  Federal  Republic  and  Denmark, 
the  reduction of older  tonnage  through  flagging out  as well  as 
Increased scrapping  has  not  been  accompanied  by  a  modernisation of 
the Community's  fleet.  The  Community-registered  fleet  Is  now  older 
than most  of  Its competitors  (Table 8).  There  are,  of course, 
variations between  member  States reflecting,  Inter alia,  the 
different  compositions of  their  fleets.  Thus,  over  70%  of  ships 
registered  In  the  Federal  Republic  are  less  than  10  years old  and 
In  Denmark  45%  but  In  the  UK  and  Spain  It  Is  34%,  In  France  and 
Greece  27%  and  Italy  17%.  For  the Community  as  a  whole,  the  average 
Is  34%,  compared  with  an  OECD  average of  40%,  39%  for  COMECON  and 
30%  for  open  registers.  In  the  rapidly  growing  fleets of  Hong  Kong 
and  Taiwan,  half  the  tonnage  Is under  ten  years old. 
27.  The  relative ageing of  the  Community  fleet  reflects  the  reduced 
level  of  Investment  In  new  ships.  This  Is  In  some  cases a  fully 
justified decision  In  an  oversupplied market.  In  other  cases, 
however,  It  reflects reduced possibilities because of  reduced  cash 
flow.  In  any  event  It means  a  reduced opportunity  to benefit  from 
developments  In  shipbuilding design and  construction aimed  at 
Increasing· operational  eff·lclency  and'(reduclng  running costs.  The 
continuation of  such  a  trend would  contribute further  to a  loss of 
competitiveness  In  the Community  flee~. 
(*)See also section  11.(3)  below - 8  -
{d)  Shrinkage  In  employment 
28.  The  contraction of  the  Community  fleet  and  the  development  of more 
technological IY  advanced  ships with  lower  manning  requirements  has 
led  to reduced  seagoing employment  {Table  9).  The  total  number  of 
seafarers employed  In  the Community  fell  by  about  138,000 or  some 
45%,  between  1980  and  1986  to barely 169,000.  In  1980  the 
Community-registered fleet  employed  about  54,000 seafarers of 
nationalities other  than  that of  the  flag state out  of  a  total  of 
about  307,000.  Although  precise figures  are not  available,  the 
number  of  Community  nationals on  board  vessels registered  In  .. 
another  Member  State  Is  limited,  the  largest  part of  non-domiciled 
seafarers being nationals of  third countries.  Their  number  had 
dropped  to about  18  600  In  1986,  this reduction being accounted  for 
to a  large extent  by  the  reduction  by  about  23,800  In  employment  of 
non-national  seafarers  In  the Greek  fleet  and  by  about  8  200  In  the 
UK  fleet. 
29.  Comparable  Information  Is not  available  for  non-seagoing  employment 
In  the  Industry,  but  this  too  has  probably declined.  In  addition, 
there  ~ave been  significant  job  losses  In  related  Industries  such 
as shipbuilding and  ship  repair,  the  bulk  of  the orders  for  which 
come  from  Community  shipowners. 
(2)  THE  COMPETITIVE  DISADVANTAGE  OF  THE  COMMUNITY  FLEET 
30.  All  world  fleets  have  faced  the  problem  of excess capacity 
aggravated  by  recession and  continued heavily subsidised 
shipbuilding especially  In  the  Far  East.  However,  the  acute 
competition and  cuts  In  freight  rates have  led  to the  relatively 
much  greater  decline  In  the Community  fleet  In  a  position of 
comparative disadvantage.  The  previous  communication  Identified the 
loss of  comparative  advantage  as  a  main  factor  In  the decline.  In 
the  past  Community  fleets  have  countered competition  by  maintaining 
a  technological  lead  and  providing  a  higher  quality of service. 
However,  In  recent  years  third country fleets  have  expanded with 
modern  vessels  to at  least  match  technically  the Community  fleet 
and  the  cost  disadvantages of operating under  Communlt'y  flags  have 
proved  too great  for  many  shipowners.  Whilst  world market 
conditions  have  now  Improved  very significantly,  the  problem of 
comparative  disadvantage  remains. 
31.  In  part  there  have  been  the growth  of protectionist measures  by 
third countries and  unfair  pricing practices.  The  Council 
Regulations on  coordinated action  to safeguard free access  to 
cargoes  In  ocean  trades and  on  unfair  pricing practices  In  maritime 
transport  are  now  available to combat  such  practlces<1>. 
32.  To  compete  effectively,  however,  Community  shipping has  to  fa~e the 
problem of  loss of  comparative  advantage.  Shipowners  when  flagging 
out  have  emphasised  In  particular  the  Importance of  reducing  crew 
costs  In  making  their decision.  Third country crews  have  been  so 
much  cheaper  not only because basic wages  have  been  lower  but  also 
because  the seafarers'  taxes and  social  security contributions 
(1)  oJ  l  378  31.12.86 - 9-
(payable  by  the seafarer  and  employer)  are  lower  or  non  existent. 
Tax  treatment of  shipping companies  must  also be  taken  Into account 
In  this connection:  a  company  established  In  ~n·open register 
country  does  not  pay  any  corporate  Income  tax. 
33.  The  Importance  of  crew  costs  In  the  total  costs of  a  vessel  varies 
considerably with  the  age,  category and  financing of  a  vessel  and 
the  tax  system under  which  the shipowner  Is operating his business. 
In  the first  year  of  a  new  vessel  of  relatively high  ~apltal  cost 
such  as  a  container  vessel  the allocation for  depreciation and 
Interest  may  be  substantial. After .amortlsatlon.and.loan repayment 
crew  costs become  a  more  significant cons·lderatlon.  However,  In 
either  case,  the  degree of competition  Is sufficiently acute  for 
shipowners  to examine  carefully the possible cost  savings of 
employing  third country  crews  under  the  flags of  convenience or 
alternative registers with  less stringent  crew  nationality 
conditions.  The  fluctuation of  currency exchange  values can  also 
prove  decisive  In  certain circumstances. 
34.  The  studies for  the Commission  referred to above(1)  provide 
examples  of  such  variations based on  certain fixed  assumptions.  One 
example  of a  container  vessel  of  1500  TEU  operated  by-.-.a  UK  company 
had  a  total  cost  structure  In  the first  year  dominated  by 
depreciation of  58%  and  loan  Interest  18%  with  fuel  10%,  and  net 
salaries 7X  with  wage  taxes  2X.  By  the  fifth year  the balance of 
the cost  structure had  altered to depreciation 31X,  loan  Interest 
21X,  fuel  16X  and  net  salaries 12X  with wage  taxes  4X.  In  the case 
of  a  cheaper  bulker  vessel  ~apltal costs as a  proportion of  total 
costs are  realtlvely  low  and  by  the  t~elfth year  costs  for  the crew 
could  come  close  to half of  the  ships overall  costs  (about  46X  In 
the example  given  In  Table  10).  The  low  purchase price of bulkers 
In  recent  years  has  accentuated this position.  Further  examples  and 
details are given  In  Annex  5  and  Table  10  (see also footnote<2>). 
35.  The  age  structure of  the Community  fleet  (Table 8),  with  a  high  . 
proportion of  vessels above  10  years old,  Is especially relevant 
from  this point of  view.  The  development  of more  advanced  vessels 
with  lower  manning  requirements  should  help Member  ·states with 
relatively high  manning  costs by  reducing  the relative  Importance 
of  this cost  element  (on  this subject  see Section Vl.1  -Manning 
and  Research).  Furthermore  there  are significant cost  advantages 
especially  In  fuel  consumption  and  maintenance which  can  be  gained 
by  Investment  In  modern  vessels. 
(1)  see  footnotes  2  to paragraph  6 
(2)  Another  study  (source below)  has  suggested  that  running costs of a 
German  registered vessel  could be  reduced  by  30X  on  average  by  flagging 
out of which  90X  was  represented by  savings on  crew  costs.  Such  figures 
'emphas lse at  least  In  Germany_  th~  Importance  of crew costs  In  the 
consideration of alternative ship registers by  COmmunity  shipowners and 
give an  Indication of  the scale of  the problem  In  maintaining 
competltlvlty. 
, Source·~  Sch lffahrtsgutachten vom  lnst Jtute of sh lpp lng  economics  and 
\  '  foglstlcs,  Bremen,  vom  30.9.87 Untersuchung  von  Massnahmen  zur  mittel  - .  (  . 
und  langfrlstlg~n Slcherung der  d~utschen Seeschlffahrt  lm  Auftrpg  der 
Bundeslaender  Bremen,. Hamburg,  Nl~dersachsen und  Schleswig -' Hol·stel~. - lO  -
36.  Whilst  technological  developments  have  made  possible significantly 
reduced  manning  scales as compared  with  the  past.  In  some  Memb.er 
States the relevant  regulations  have  not  been  adapted  accordingly. 
As  a  result.  these Member  States•  fleets are now  burdened  with  an 
additional  handicap  which  could  be  alleviated by  the adoption of 
more  appropr late manning  scales.  · 
37.  Furthermore.  In  certain Member  States shipowners  are as a  rule 
required  to·bulld their vessels  In  the national  shipyards~ at 
prices higher  than  they  would  pay  In  the  world  market;  and.  In at 
least one  country.  when  permlt·ted  to buy  abroad  they  have  to pay  an 
Import  duty.  The  resulting burdens  on  the price of  the ship are 
quite heavy;  and  the position becomes  more  difficult  If  Uls comes 
on  top of antiquated manning  scales and  any  other disadvantages. 
vis a  vis  compe~ltors.- In  respect· of  crew  cost  elamen.ts  _mentioned 
above. 
38.  During  the. last year,  the problems  facing  the shipping  Industry 
have  eased to some  extent,  as  economic  recovery  and  the scrapping 
of  surp~us shl·ps  have  brought  supply  and  demand  for  shipping  Into a 
better bal"ance.  although  the  position varies  from  sector  to sector. 
Howev~~ •.  such  changes  l.n  economic  conditions do  not  ellmln~te the 
structural  comparative  disadvantage  which  Community  shipping 
suffers as against many  third country fleets·- except  to  the  extent 
that certain Member  States have  already  taken measures  to  Improve 
the competitiveness of  their  shipping  Industry. 
(3)  MEASURES  TAKEN  BY  MEMBER  STATES 
39.  Faced  with  the  Increasing  tendency  for  shipowners operating under 
their national  registers to transfer  their  vessels to open 
registers outside  the Community.  or  leave·the  Industry altogether, 
the Member  States have  responded.ln·a variety of ways.  Measures 
h'ave  been  Introduced with  the  main  aim  of  reducing operating costs. 
A number·of  cost  factors depend  on  government  Intervention - In 
particular.  taxation of shipping companies  and  seafarers· and  social 
security contributions- and  It  Is  In  these areas that Member 
States have  started  to~act.  In  addition~ some  Member  States have 
Introduced  financial  aid to shipping companies  In  the  form  of 
operating subsidies or  aid for  the  repatrla~lon or  training of 
crews. 
40.  In  a  number  of Member  States,  the use of existing; offshore 
registers has  been  greatly expanded,  or  new  offshore or 
•tnternatlonal" registers have  been  established.  By  means  of such 
reg lsters. Member  states compe.te: ·to  lower  costs b'y  eas 1  ng  the 
conditions under  whl.ch  vessels are  operated~ These ·reduced 
operating costs of shipowners  may  be  achieved by 
11ower  reglstratl~~ 
costs and  little or no  taxation.  However,  a  commOn  characteristic 
of such  registers  Is  the possibility of  replacing Community 
seafarers by  employing  non-community  seafarers on  non-Community 
wages  and  conditions·.  Traditionally.  these  seafarenJ~have.come from 
developing countr les.  part lcula·r ly  those  of  the  Far· East.  but 
COMECON  countries are now  becoming  Important  too as suppliers of - 11  -
officers as well  as  ratings.  By  replacing Community  seafarers  In 
this way,  shipowners  attempt  to meet  the  competitive  advantage of 
non-community  operators who  employ  crews  from  low-wage  areas of  the 
world. 
41.  Among  the  registers whose  use  has  been  expanded  In  this way  are 
those of  the  Isle of Uan.  Hong  Kong,  the  Cayman  Islands  and 
Bermuda;  Kerguelen  (French Antarctic Territory);  and  the  Dutch 
Antilles.  In  addition,  Danish  and  German  International  Registers 
have  been  set  up,  following  the  successful  model  of  the  Norwegian 
International  Register.  A new  register  Is  also being  founded  In 
Luxembourg,  with  the  cooperation of  the Belgian authorities. 
Ill.  THE  NEED  AND  SCOPE  FOR  COMMUNITY  ACTION 
(1)  NEED  FOR  A COMMUNITY  FLEET 
42.  There  are  three main  lines of  economic  and  commercial  argument 
which  call  for  the  need  to support  a  merchant  fleet  registered 
In  the Community  and  manned  as  far  as  possible wl·t-h  Community 
seafarers.  These  arguments  are  relevant  both  for  national  and 
Community  measures  and  acquire additional  significance within 
the context of  the effort  to complete  the  Internal  market. 
43.  The  first  consideration  Is  that  shipping  Is strategically vital 
for  the Member  States and  for  the  Community  Itself as  the 
world's  leading  trading area  and  there should not  be  an 
overdependence on  third country fleets.  Shippers  should  have 
the option of using a  competitive Community  fleet,  at  least 
controlled by  Community  Interests but  preferably  flying  a 
Community  flag,  for  carrying  their  Imports  and  exports. 
Sometimes  Indifference  Is  expressed about  the  flag of  the 
vessel  carrying goods  as  long  as  the price  Is  competitive.  In 
the  long  run  the Commission  considers  however  that  the  loss of 
a  Community  fleet  could  have  an  adverse  Influence on  the 
quality and  cost of  transport  to and  from  the Community  and 
damage  the Community's  trading position. 
44.  Second,  there  Is  employment  generated  by  the Community  fleet. 
There  Is  a  strategic need  not  only  to retain Community  vessels 
but  to maintain a  force of well  trained experienced seafarers. 
As  noted  above  there  remains  a  significant  but  fast  decl lnlng 
number  of  Community  seafarers.  The  uncertain prospects  have 
also made  the  profession  less attractive for  new  recruits and 
the  numbers  In  maritime  academies  have  been  dwindling.  At  a 
time  when  the Community  gives particular attention  to  the 
social  dimension  of  the  Internal  market,  It  needs  to provide  a 
perspective  to  the  people employed  In  the shipping  Industry. 
45.  It  Is  Important  also  to remember  employment  In  related services 
and  Industries.  To  some  extent  services such  as  Insurance  have 
many  clients on  third country  registers but others such  as - '12  -
shipbuilding are  very  much  dependent  on  the  health  of  national 
fleets.  There  seems  little doubt  that  a·further  decline  In  the 
COmmunity  fleet would  damage  the  Interests ·and  employment· In 
these assQclated sectors. 
46.  A third concern  Is  the  loss of  the direct contribution ,made  by 
Uember  State fleets to the  balance of  payment~ through  their 
operation both  In  home  trades and  In  cross  trades.  · 
47.  In  addition  to  these economic  and  social  considerations,  Member 
States may  have  defence  policies which  depend  on  the 
avai lab! I ity of Community  vessels  and  e'xperl.enced  Community 
sea  f"arer s. 
(2)  THE  SCOPE  FOR  COMMUNITY  ACTION 
48.  The  decline of  the  fleet  Is,  as seen  above,  a  matter  of  concern 
for  both.the Member  States and  the Community.  The  assessment 
of  the facts  presented  In  Chapter  II  leads  to  the  conclusion 
that  the  downward  trend  In  ownership,  flag  and  crew  of  the 
Community  fleet  can  only  be  stemmed  by  active policies.  Member 
.S-tates  have  started adopt lng  a  variety of measures  a lmed  at 
..  'stemming  the decline and  retaining vessels under  their  flags. 
The  challenge  for  the Community  Is  whether  .It  shall,  and  If  so 
how,  contribute to redressing  the situation of  the  European 
shipping  lndu~try.  · 
49.  In  a  situation where  the  Community  Is  completing  Its  internal 
market  for  goods  and  services  In  general  It  cannot  allow a 
fading  away  of  its.presence on  the world  shlppl~g market  and  a 
drifting apart·of Member  Stafes'  own  national  pq.Jicles of 
assistance  to  their  fleets,  with  the  consequent  danger  of 
Increasing disparities  inside  the Community  and  distortion of 
competition between  Commun.lty  shipowners.  The  question as  to 
how  the Community  shou.ld  contribute,  beyond  trying  to secure 
free  and  fair  competltfon  In  the world  shipping market  through 
the  Implementation  of  the  package  of  Regulations  adopted  In 
D~cember 1986,  needs  further  consideration. 
50.  First  the objective must  ~e clear.  The  objective of  the 
Community  cannot  be  to seek  that  as many  ships as  In  the  earl_y 
SO's  be  owned  by  nationals of  Member  States or  shipping 
companies  established  In  the Community.  Nor  Is  It  necessary· 
that all  ships owned  by  nationals of Member  States ·are 
registered  In  one  of  the Member  States registers or  manned 
tota~IY by  their  nationals.  It  Is  sufficient  that  the  three 
elements,  namely  Community  ownership,  registration and  crew  are 
achieved  to a  relative extent.  The  degree of meeting  this 
requirement  depends  on  the.sltuatlon of  the world  shipping 
market: the  structural  changes  taking pla.ce  and  the  e'xtent  to 
which  Member  States and  the Community  can assist  the fleet. 
51.  The  aim  of  this assistance  Is  reduction of disparities· in 
operating conditions between  the Community  fleets and  their 
f~relgn competitors  Insofar  as  the operating - 13 -
conditions  In  Europe  adversary affect  the costs of  European 
operators.  The  shipping  Industry  Is,  like certain other 
Industries of  the Community,  facing  strong competition  from 
third countries.  But  shipping  Is more  vulnerable  than 
textiles, steel  or agriculture since  It  has  to  face 
International  competition without  any  help from  external 
Community  customs  borders or  other  measures of  foreign  trade 
policy.·  In  short,  there  Is no  Internal  COmmunity  shipping 
market  as distinct  from  the world  market.  As  agreed  by  the 
Council  In  the debate preceding  the adoption of  the package of 
Regulations  In  December  1986,  even  sea  transport  between  Member 
States of  the Community  Is open  .to  anybody  from-the  rest of  the 
world. 
52.  Therefore  the normal  function of  the Community  of  harmonising 
conditions of  competition between  the Member  States  Is only 
relevant  to shipping  Insofar  as  It might  be  a  by-product of an 
adjustment  of  the  European  operating conditions  to those 
ex·lstlng on  the world  shipping market. 
53.  The  Commission  believes that  an  action programme  Is necessary 
to help  the Community  shipping  Industry stem  the decline of  the 
fleet.  This  ~ctlon programme  must  meet  a  number  of criteria: 
It must  be  In·  I lne  with. the non-protectionist  shipping 
policy of 'the Community,  based on  the principle of  free  and 
fair  competition  In  world  shipping; 
It must  be  effective  In  responding  to the situation facing 
the  lndus~ry; 
·It must  be  capable of  speedy_  lntroduct'lon; 
It  must  prevent  the  growing  dlvergen~e between  Member 
States policies which  are  te.ndlng  towards  ~ •beggar  thy 
neighbour"  effect and,  as  far  as possible,  reduce existing 
divergence; 
It must  maintain,  to the  highest  possible proportion, 
community  employment  In  the sector  and  ·prov.lde  a 
perspective to those employed  In  It; 
It must  not  lead  to the undermining of  Internationally 
agreed safety and  environmental  standards· and  employment 
conditions; 
It must  not  drive up  freight  rates to the detriment of 
shippers; 
1  t  must  be  adapt-ed  to the fl  nanc I  a 1 poss I  bIll tIes o·f  the 
Member'  States. 
54.  The  COmml.sslon  has  considered what  scope  there  Is  for  action to 
be  taken by  the community  which  would  meet  the above  objectl·ves 
and  criteria.  It  has  concluded  that  such  action should be· 
taken  In three ways: II 
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(i)  by  the  setting up  of  a  Community  register of  ships  flying 
the  European  Flag  in  addition to  their  national  flag; 
(il) by  the  clarification of  the  Commission's  approach  to 
fiscal  and  financial  measures  taken  by  the  Member  States; 
and 
(i il)  by  a  set of other  actions  and  accompanying  measures,  as 
already  referred  to  In  paragraph  5,  by  which  the position 
of  the  fleet  could  be  Improved.  Some  of  these  actions  and 
measures  can  be  linked  to  the  Community  register  .. 
Subjects  (I)  and  (iii) above  are dealt  with  In  the  following 
two  sections,  respectively.  Fiscal  and  financial  measures  are 
the  subject of guidelines adopted  by  the Commission  for  the 
examination of  state aids  to Community  shipping  companies.<*>. 
IV.  A COMMUNITY  SHIP  REGISTER  AS  A MEASURE  TO  STEM  THE  DECLINE  OF 
THE  COMMUNITY  FLEET. 
55.  The  Commission  has  Investigated  the  possibi I lty of  setting up 
an  EC  register,  whose  sh.ips  would  fly  the Community  flag. 
Whi  1st  the  setting-up of  a  single Community  register  cannot  be 
seen as  a  short-term prospect,  the establishment  of  a  parallel 
register  would  be  technically and  legally  feasible.  Under  this 
arrangement  ships would  remain  on  the  register of  a  Member 
State,  and  would  remain  under  the  control  and  jurisdiction of 
the Member  State.  But  they  would  also be  eligible  for 
registration  in  the Community  register,  subject  to certain 
conditions  intended  to ensure  that  the  register  serves  its 
purpose of  contributing to the maintenance  of  a  Community 
shipping  fleet  and  a  workforce of  high  quality Community 
seafarers. 
56.  There  are obvious  attractions  in  a  single Community  register  as 
a  replacement  for  the  present  assortment  of  registers with  a 
variety of  conditions  linked  to Member  States to different 
degrees.  The  legal  and  practical  implications of  a  single 
Community  ship  register  would  need  however  careful  examination. 
57.  It  has  to  be  recognised  that  existing maritime  law  and 
conventions  vest  jurisdiction and  control  In  administrative, 
technical  and  social  matters  In  the national  state.  The 
administrative needs  of  a  quality  independent  register  include 
a  competent  Inspectorate  to secure compl lance  with 
International  conventions  and  enquire  into maritime  casualties. 
There  are  also policing and  legal  functions  which  can  include 
detection and  dealing with  fraud  and  the  arrest  and  enforced 
sale of  vessels  if  necessary,  as well  as  the ability to act  in 
the  case of  vessels detained or  confiscated  In  third countries. 
There  Is  no  short-term prospect  for  setting up  a  single 
Independent  registry  for  the  Community. 
58.  The  Community  can  play  a  fuller  role  In  the  International 
maritime organisations  dealing with  the  technical  and  social 
aspects of  shipping;  to  this end  the  Commission  wit I  exploit  as 
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far  as  possible  the  present  status of  the Community  as  an 
observer~  In  time  the  Community  could  formally  accede  to  IMO 
and  ILO  conventions  and  accept  certain  responsibi I ities.  This 
however  would.first  reQuire  amendment  of  those  conventions  to 
make  Community  accession  possible. 
59.  Alternatively,  as  a  first  step,  the  Community  can  set  up  a 
paral lei  register  to Member  State registers.  Vessels which  are 
registered  In  a  national  ship  register  of  a  Member  State,  while 
staying  in.  that  register,  would  also be  eligible for 
registration  In  a  Community  register,  provided  that  adeQuate 
safety and  social  standards on  board  such  vessels are  being 
enforced  and  wil I  be  enforced  by  the Member  States concerned. 
Vessels  acQuired  by  Community  vessel  owners  (as  defined  In 
Annex  1, .Article 3.2)  on  the  basis of  a  bareboat  charter  and 
entitled to fly  the  flag  of  a  Member  State would  also be 
-eligible,  under  certain condlt Ions. 
The  Commission  reminds  the  Member  States that  the  provisions on 
the  admission  to  the  national  register  have  to  respect  the 
fundamental  principles of  the  EEC  Treaty,  especially with 
regard  to  the  prohibition of  discrimination on  the grounds of 
nationality  and  the  right  of establ lshment. 
The  paral lei  register  would  set  minimum  reQuirements  for  the 
conditions with  respect  to  the  national lty of  seafarers and 
thereby  seek  to obtain  the observance of  such  reQuirements 
throughout  the  Community. 
so·.  Conditions  for  registration as  a  Community  vessel  would  Include 
a  reQuirement  that  at  least  a  specified number  or  proportion of 
seafarers on  board  should  be  nationals of  a  Member  State.  Such 
a  condition would  place  a  limit  on  the  number  of  foreign  and 
non  domlci led  seafarers who  could  be  employed  by  Community 
shipowners,  and  safeguard  the  employment  of  a  minimum  of 
Community  nationals employed  on  board  the  vessels  concerned. 
Owners  of  ships on  the  EC  register  would  however  have  to employ 
Member  States'  nationals  in  greater  numbers  than  the  specified 
minimum,  where  this was  a  reQuirement  of  the  Member  State 
register  Involved.  Such  a  reQuirement  must  be  appl led  In 
conformity with  the  fundamental  principles of  the  EEC  Treaty  on 
the  prohibition of  discrimination on  the  grounds  of  national lty 
and  the  free  movement  of  workers.  Ships on  Member  State 
registers which  permit  a  lower  proportion of  Member  States' 
nationals would  be  admitted  to  the  EC  register only  If  they 
complied with or  exceeded  the  EC  minimum. 
61.  The  crew  nationality  reQuirements  would  aim  to achieve one  of 
the objectives of  the  Community  ship  register,  which  Is  to 
secure  the employment  of  European  seafarers  In  highly-ski I led 
functions  and  as  far  as possible  those  In  other  functions. 
Whl  le  each  Member  State has  the  right  to seek  ful I  employment 
opportunities  for  Community  nationals  In  the  latter  functions 
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assurance  that  they  could  Invariably  remain  employed  at  the 
wage  level  of  the  Member  State,  at  least  not  for  the  Community 
as  a  whole.  The  Community  ship register, while  requiring  a 
substantial  European  element  in  the manning  of  the  highly-
ski lied  functions,  does  not  prevent  shipowners of  ships 
registered  In  it  from  employing  third-country seafarers at 
rates agreed with  their  representative organisation,  provided 
that  the  provisions of  the  ILO  wages,  hours of work  and  Manning 
(Sea)  Recommendation  (No  109)  were  respected.  Equally,  social 
security for  seafarers of  third countries must  be  provided on  a 
level  which  reflects the  standards of  the  country where  the 
seafarer  is  resident,  following  the  provisions of  the  ILO 
Social  Security  for  seafarers  (Revised)  Convention,  No  165. 
As  far  as  the  highly ski I led  functions  are  concerned,_ the 
requirements  for  the  Community  ship  register  reflect  the  trend 
In  some  Member  States to secure  the  employment  of officers and 
certified seamen  by  requiring a  minimum  number  of  seafarers 
with  national  or  recognised certificates.  In  determining  such 
minimum  requirements  for  the Community  register,  account  Is 
also  taken of  th~ differences  in  operating costs with  Community 
shipowners'  major  competitors and  the  need  that  they  be  reduced 
to an  acceptable  level,  which,  together  with other  competitive 
advantages,  would  be  sufficient  to compete  effectively  in  the 
world  market. 
The  flying  of  the  Community  flag  would  then  be  an  indication 
that  the  vessel  concerned  met  high  standards of  qual lty, 
rei iabi llty and  safety.  Within  the  EC  register obstacles  to 
the  transfer of  ships  from  one  Member  State register  to another 
could  also be.removed  through  the  recognition of  technical 
equipment.  Similarly,  the  free  movement  of  seafarers between 
vessels on  the  EC  register  would  also be  facil ltated  through 
the mutual  recognition of  their qualifications. 
Finally,  advantages  of~ fiscal  and  financial  nature made 
available  by  Member  States should  be  used  In  a  way  which  make 
them  appropriate  to  reach  the objectives pursued  by  the 
creation of  an  EEC  register.  In  considering such advantages, 
regard  wi  II  need  to be  had  to the objective of  preventing a 
divergence,  and  achieving  a  convergence,  of  the  conditions of 
competition  among  Member  States.  The  various possible fiscal 
and  financial  advantages  which  Member  States will  wish  to 
consider,  the  contribution which  they  could make  to restoring 
the competitive position of  Community  shipping,  and  the 
approach  which  the  Commission  Intends  to adopt  in  relation to 
such measures,  are discussed  In  a  Commission  document  on  the 
subject.<*> 
From  a  broader  perspective,  the establishment of  a  parallel 
Community  register would  have  other obvious attractions.  The 
European  flag  flying on  Community  vessels  throughout  the world 
would  be  a  powerful  reminder  of  the Community  presence  In 
global  trade,  and  a  symbol  of  the Community  as a  single  trading 
entity.  The  register would  also serve as a  focus  for 
discussions  to achieve  a  greater  cohesion  In  the  Community  of 
operating conditions. 
"Financial  and  Fiscal  Measures  concerning Shipping Operations with 
Ships  registered  in  the  Community",  SEC(89)921 - 17  -
65.  Technically  and  legally  speaking  the  setting up  of  a  paral lei 
register  Is  not  a  major  problem.  It  Is  not  In  confl let  with 
the  new  UN  Convention  on  conditions  for  registration of  ships 
since  it  does  not  lead  to registration  In  two  different  states. 
The  ship  remains  on  Its national  register  and  the  legislation 
of  the  ~ember State governs  the  control  and  jurisdiction over 
the  vessel.  Indeed,  If  a  ship  Is  entered  In  the  Community 
register,  It  would  be  ascertained  that  the  registration on  the 
national  register stl II  existed.  The· entry  Itself  could  be 
relatively simple with  no  transfer  of  ownership,  renegotiation 
of  tease,  loan  agreements  or  mortgages,  re-survey  and  re- -· 
measurement. 
66.  In  general  such  a  register  would  secure  the  disclpl ine  needed 
to  make  a  system of  harmonised,  yet  less  burdensome,  operating 
conditions better workable.  ~oreover,  It  would  be  the 
Intention  by  adopting sufficiently attractive conditions  to  end 
the  necessity  for  setting up  and  maintaining  second or  offshore 
registers. 
A proposal  for  a  Council  Regulation  for  the  establishment  of  a 
Community  register  as  above  described  is  attached  at  Annex  1. 
V.  AREAS  FOR  FURTHER  ACTION  & ACCO~PANYING ~EASURES 
(1)  ~ANNING AND  RESEARCH 
67.  ~anning costs are  the  main  component  of  the  competitive 
disadvantage of  the  Community  vis-a-vis  its competitors of 
third countries.  The  same  factor  also  largely  ac~ounts for  the 
disparity  between  the operating costs of  the  ships  belonging  to 
the  European  fleets. 
68.  Res~arch can  contribute  to  the objective of  Improving  the 
competitive  position of  Community  fleets  by  leading  to 
improvements  In  techn)cal  efficiency which  result  In  lower· 
operational  costs  through  Improved  fuel  efficiency and  reduced 
maintenance  and  manning  costs.  Third  country  fleets  can  also 
take  advantage of  such  developments  but  ~ember State fleets 
because  of  relatively  high  manning  costs  wJ  I I  benefit  in 
part I  cuI ar  from  advances  wh.i ch  I ead  to  reduced  crew  sizes. 
69.  There  has  been  some  consideration of  manning  costs  as  a 
proportion of  total  running  costs  In  Chapter  I I I.  A further 
example  has  been  based on  the  manning  costs of  a  container  ship 
of  1500  TEU  (1)  which  show  that  manning  costs  (basic wages, 
overtime,  leave  pay,  social  security contributions,  retirement 
provisions,  crew  rotation,  travel  and  victual I lng)  amount  to 
50%  or  more  of  operating costs with  the  exceptions of  Portugal 
and  Greece. 
70.  Differences  between  the  annual  costs of  a  sal lor  on  board 
~ember States'  vessels(1)  have  to be  related  to  the  various 
systems of  social  security  (e.g  very  high  contributions  in 
France),  or  to  the  different  levels of  wages  (ltal ian  case). 
(1)  See  Annex  5 - 18  -
The  negative effects of  this situation  (together  with 
technological  Improvements)  on  the  number  of seafarers employed 
are  shown  In  Table 9 of  the Statistical  Annex:  diminution of 
the  supply with  the main  effects of·a decl lne  of  the  number  of 
Community  seafarers on  board of  the  ships of  the ·Member  States, 
reduction of  crews,  and  recruitment  of  low  cost manpower. 
71.  In  that  respect  the  tendency  can  now  be  seen  In  Member  States 
to modify  their  strict regulations  concerning  the size and 
composition of  the  crew  and  to allow,  under  certain condit.lons, 
the  Interested parties to determine  their needs,  case  by  case, 
with  reference  to  the equipment  and  the qual lflcatlon of  the 
staff on  board. 
72.  In  addition,  using  the most  special !sed  techniques  and  offering 
high-quality services are  Important  considerations  In  seeking 
to maintain a  competitive position  In  world  shipping. 
73.  Taking  Into account  the  changes  which  have  occurred  In  the 
equipment  of  ships and  new  transport  techniques,  the 
Commission  considers  that  the  rationalisation of  work  on  board, 
adapted  to the  needs  related  to  Innovation  and  restructuring, 
constitutes an  appropriate  Instrument  for  improving 
productivity and  as  a  consequence  the  competitiveness of  the 
sector. 
74.  The  Commission  believes  that  to achieve  a  balanced 
rationalisation,  consultation and  negotiation  have  to be 
developed,  by  obtaining  the cooperation and  the  commitment  of 
social  partners  In  the definition of  the  tasks and  functions  of 
staff on  board  to achieve safe navigation  consistent  with  a 
commercial  management  ashore. 
75.  These  measures  of  rationalisation have  to be  accompanied  by 
standardised automation  programmes  to  develop  the  exchange  of 
data ship  to ship,  ship to  land  and  between  users:  shipowners, 
ports agencies,  administrations  and  others. 
76.  Finally such  a  rationalisation conceived  for  safety_ as  wei  I  as 
for  commercial  management  needs,  requires  that  training 
programmes,  both  theoretical  and  practical,  are  developed  In 
view of  both  the  needs  o.f  the  ships under  operation and  of  a 
continuing  Innovating  process  in  the management  of  the  ship. 
77.  The  Improvement  of  productivity -based  on  advanced  and/or 
Improved  techniques  requires continuing progress  In  research. 
Some  Member  States have  undertaken action  In  that  respect  and 
have  started research  programmes  on  the.shlp of  the  future.  :t 
Is  in  that  field  that  cooperation and  coordination at  Community 
level  can  be  most  fruitful. 
78  In  the context of  the  framework  programme  for  Community 
activities  In  the  field of  research  and  technological 
development<1>,  the Commission  Is  finishing  the preparatory 
<1>  o.J.  L3o2  24.1o.87 -19-
work  of  a  four-year  programme  for  Research  and  Development  in 
the  field of  Transport,  a  section of  which  is devoted  to 
Maritime  Transport. 
The  main  objectives of  the  transport  programme  are  the 
Improvement  of  the efficiency  and  the  competitiveness of  the 
transport  system,  the  improvement  of  safety and  work  conditions 
and  the  protection of  environment. 
79.  Amongst  the  themes  of  research  relating  to maritime  transport 
special  priority  is  being  given  to: 
research  Into  the  interface  between  the  human  being  and  the 
ship and  on-board equipment,  Including  investigation of  the 
posslbl lity of  integrating and  automating certain 
functions;  and 
research  into  the  use of  manpower,  with  a  view  to 
determining  the optimum  crew  for  different  types of  vessel. 
80.  The  new  BRITE/EURAM  Programme  covering  Research  and  Development 
on  manufacturing  technologies  and  advanced  materials wil I 
include  some  R & D topics  relevant  to  the  shipbuilding 
industry.  These  topics  deal  with material  technology,  design 
methodologies  and  assurance,  manufacturing  technologies  and 
processes  such  as  shaping,  assembling  and  joining. 
81  It  is worth  mentioning also  the  COST  projects.  ,Two  of  them 
concern safety at  sea  and  one  the maintenance  management  of 
ships.  As  regards safety,  the  project  COST  301  was  directed at 
shore-based marine  navigation aid systems.  An  executive  and  a 
main  report  of  this project  have  been  publ ished<1>.  The 
follow  up  to  COST  301  consists of  a  new  research  COST  project, 
called 311,  concerning  the  simulation of  maritime  traffic,  and 
a  research  project  on  the  design  and  assessment  of  a  vessel 
traffic management  system,  which  is  to be  included  in  the 
Research  and  Development  Program  mentioned  in  para.  78  above. 
Project  COST  308  relating  to maintenance of  ships  commenced  in 
1987.  Through  the management  of  maintenance  systems  on  board 
the expected  results of  this  research  wi  I 1  contribute  to 
rational lsatlon of  the  functions of  crews. 
(2)  TECHNICAL  HARMONIZATION  AND  STANDARDIZATION  AND  THE 
TRANSFER  OF  SHIPS  BETWEEN  COMMUNITY  COUNTRIES 
82.  One  measure  under  consideration  by  the Commission  is  the 
achievement  of  mutual  recognition within  the  Community  of  the 
technical  equipment  of  ships.  Costs  to  shipowners  transferring 
vessels  between  Community  ship registers may  arise  from  the 
need  to change  equipment  completely,  supplementary  work  to 
existing equipment,  additional  testing or  approval  fees  and  the 
time  in  delays.  In  the  past  mutual  agreement  on  standards  has 
been  achieved only  after  long  detal led  discussion  between 
experts and  a  considerable  amount  of  such  work-wi I I  sti I I  be 
necessary.  However,  an  impetus  has  been  given  to  the  work  by 
the  need  to  achieve  the  Single Market. 
(1)  CEL  COST  EOR  11250  EN  Luxembourg  1987 
CEL  COST  EUR  11304  EN  Luxembourg  1988 - 20  -
83.  One  approach  considered  by  the  Commission  has  been .that 
representatives of marine  equipment  manufacturers  and  the 
European  Association of Classification Societies should  draw  up 
a  I 1st  of  those  Items  of  marine  technical  equipment  on  which  It 
Is  felt  that  there can  be  agreement  on  mutual  recognition. 
This  list would  be  then offered  for  consideration  by  the 
national  administrations  and  clear the ground  for  discussion on 
other  Items. 
84.  This  Idea  has  been  explored with  the  European  Association of  · 
Classification Societies which  produced  a  list of  around  400 
Items;  for  each  Item  Information was  provided on  whether  there 
Is  a  need  for  certification by  the particular national 
regulatory authorities.  limited mutual  recognition of  the 
certificates of other  authorities or  general  recognition.  The 
broad  finding  was  that  the authorities accepted only  equipment 
approved  by  themselves.  Where  there were  deviations  from  the 
rule,  cases  tended  to be  considered on  an  individual  basis. 
85.  The  Classification Societies recognised  the  need  to maintain 
high  safety standards  and  proposed: 
Initial  control  on  type  approval  of  marine  and  marine 
related equipment; 
Initial  control  on  Installations and  laboratories where 
type  approval  is carried out; 
Initial  control  on  manufacturers of  marine  and  marine 
related equipment  and 
regular  control  on  maintenance of  required standards  and 
compliance  with  regulations  for  marine  and  marine  related 
equipment. 
The  Classification Societies would  be  prepared  to set  up  and 
operate  such  a  system  acting on  behalf  of  the governments 
concerned. 
86.  However,  In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  Community  Is  now  in  the 
process of establishing EC-wide  standards and  certification 
procedures,  so  that  products meeting  stipulated  "essential" 
requirements  concerning  health,  safety,  the  protection of  the 
consumer  or  the environment  can  be  marketed  freely  throughout 
the Community,  It  seems  that  the  time  has  come  to reconsider 
the  foregoing  Initiatives  In  the  framework  of  the Community's 
New  Approach  on  Technical  Specifications,  Testing  and 
Certification,  adopted  by  the Councl I  In  Its Resolution of  7 
May  1985  (OJ  No.  C 136,  4.6.85). 
87.  The  situation  In  this sector  Is,  however,  compl lcated  by  the 
fact  that  the  International  character of  technical  regulation 
of  the shipping  Industry  Is  highly  developed  and  It  would  be 
undesirable  for  the Community  to follow  an  approach  which  was - 21  -
Independent  of  developments  within  IMO.  It  would  sti 11  be 
possible.  however.  to  imagine  a  situation  in  which  the 
CommunitY.  acting within  the  constraints of  the  international 
frameworK.  developed  a  new  approach  to  the  implementation of 
international  recommendations  within  its  jurisdiction. 
This  approach  could  be  summarized  as  follows: 
The  Community  would.  through  a  Directive.  agree  upon  a 
basic set of essential  requirements  for  ships  and  the!r 
equipment  (perhaps  based  upon  existing  JMO  documentation); 
In  the  I lght  of  those  agreed essential  requirements.  the 
Community  as  such  would  henceforth  negotiate  in  IMO 
discussions on  the  development  of  new  international  safety 
recommendations; 
Adoption  of  future  IMO  recommendations  as  new  or  revised 
essential  requirements  would  taKe  p·lace  through  a 
Community-level  decision.  on  the  basis of  a  proposal 
submitted  by  the Commission  to  an  appropriate  regulatory 
committee; 
In  its decisions on  how  to  Implement  adopted  JMO 
recommendations.  the  Community  would  decide  case-by-case  to 
what  extent  it  would  be  appropriate  to  follow  the  new 
approach  to  technical  harmonization.  that  is: 
.  to  lay  down  technical  specifications and  conformity 
assessment  procedures  in  Community  legislation.  or 
.  to delegate  the  task of  defining  such  specifications  to 
standardization bodies.  thereby  giving  them  a  voluntary 
character  which  nevertheless  provided  a  presumption of 
conformity  to  the essential  requirements. 
88.  This  approach  would  have  to be  supported  by  initiatives  in  the 
shipping  industry  and  the  related marine  Industries  to create 
the  necessary  infrastructure  In  the  voluntary sector,  both  in 
the  European  standardization  bodies  and  In  the  future  European 
Organization on  Testing  and  Certification.  in order  to ensure 
that  sufficient expertise  Is  available  to develop  the 
standards.  test methods  and  certification procedures  needed 
under  the  new  approach.  Following  consultations of  the  main 
Interested parties and  national  administrations  during  the  next 
12  months.  the  Commission  will  submit  proposals  concerning  the 
different  areas of  action. 
89.  The  Commission  considers  that  ships which  will  be  accepted on 
the  Community  ship register  should  not  be  hindered  by  technical 
obstacles  In  being  transferred between  Community  shipowners and 
Member  States'  flags.  To  achieve  this.  the  period untl I  the  EEC 
register  is established  has  to be  used  so  that  any  technical 
obstacles are  removed.  Accordingly.  the  EEC  register  wi  I I 
Include  a  provision  to  the effect  that  any  vessel  on  the - 22  -
reg~ster which  has  valid certificates and  c1assifica~ion and 
wh·l'ch  meet's  t'he·  essenfi a I  techn l ca I  requ 1 rement s  to· be  1  aid 
down·by'·the· Counci I ·according  to  the  provis·ions of  th'e-·Treaty 
by· the  time  th~·EEC-register  Is  established~· may  be  transferred 
tO'· the  register -of  another  Member  State without'' the ·impo'sit ion 
of  addition~!  technic~!  requirements. 
90.  Meanwhile,  the Community  already disposes of  an  Instrument· 
whereby  deviations between  national  technical  requirements  can 
be  limited.  Directive 83/189/EEC  requires  that  all ·proposed 
na·tlona 1  techn lea 1  regu I at  ions  (that·  Is, ··Hrchfi'l c"a'l' 
spec If 1  cat Ions  which  are made  ob II gatory 'b"y  "I awr are~ riofiTi ed 
to·· the -Commission  and  the other  Member  ·stat'es, 'ana- inay  ·not ·be 
.adopted unt-Il  a··:certa In  tIme"  Hm 1  t  has  e'l'a·psed-:·•r.l):dopt iorf c:ff· 
such  measures  may·be. delayed  if  the  Comm·lss·lon·or·  •another·~ 
Member  State considers  that  they  wi  II  cr·eate·· obsfac res  to1.-the 
free  movement  of.  goods.  In  this context  the coriim'Fssion  notes·  · 
with  regret  that  the  Member  States  have  until  now  not  respected 
the obligation  to notify  technical  speci·fica't-lons  in  the sedor 
concerned.  The  Commission  is  therefore considet·l'ng  to  init'iate 
Infringement  procedures  In  thts' respect. 
(3)  SOCIAL  MEASURES 
91.  In  order  to  reduce  differences  In  working  condit1~ns  in  the 
Community  fleet  attention should  be  given  to·social  measures. 
These  should  lead  to a  greater  coherence  In  the maritime  sector 
In  relation to  the  international  context  In  which  the  fleet 
operates.  This would  involve  strengthening  the dialogue  and 
co-operation between  the  social  partners especially  in  the work 
of  the  restructur·inrfof  the· flee'-t  aiid  enable· individuals  and 
·bus'i·nesses"'t·o~·face'"-"b'E:rtster'·th~·- ch·a·l 1  enoge·  of  ril'oaei'h i'sa t 'ion. 
92.  The  Commission  will,  therefore,  consult  with  the  Joint 
Committee  on  Maritime  Transport<1)  in  developing measures 
relating to: 
the  improvement  of specific working  conditions  in  the 
~hipping industry; 
the  drawing  up  of  common  programmes  of  training  and 
retraining adapted  to  the  needs  of  technological  change; 
mutual  recognition of  diplomas,  licenses and  certificates 
of  competence. 
93.  In  respect  of  training programs,  attention wl  I I  be  given  to 
training needs  in  connection with  rationalization of  work  on 
board  and  In  particular  in  connection with  the multi-functional 
concept  of work.  (See  also para.  76  In  Section V.1). 
94.  In  respect ·of  the  last  Item  mentioned  In  para.  92  above,  the 
recently adopted  Council  Directive 89/48/EEC  of  21.12.88  "on  a 
general  system  for  the  recognition of  higher-education diplomas 
(1)  OJ  No.  l253,  4.9.87 95. 
96. 
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awa~de~ on  co~pletion of  professional  education and  training of 
aj  l~ast  three  years'  duratioD"(1)  wl  I I  cover  certain 
function~_on  boar~ ships.  However,  f6r.those  not  fa I 1 ing  within 
the  scope~of.th~  __ Directlve,.lt will  be  necessary  to make 
pr:<>posa Is  to. ach·l eve  c;o~prehens  I  ve  coverage of. mutua I 
recognition. 
In  the specJIIc field of  maritime  transport.the  lnternat.ional 
Corwe~.t.l on  o~.  $t~ndards of  TraInIng: .  C~r  t I  .f. i cat I  on  and 
W~tchkeeplng for. Seafarers. (1978),  adopted  In  1984,  lays  down 
lnternatlo.naiJy  ~.ccepted. mlnlm!lm  standards  for  the  training  and 
certification,of  t:faste~s.  Officers and  Ratings.  lt.also. 
establ.ish~s .watc,hkeeping  standards.· All  Community  countries 
have,ra,tifi'ed.th.is Convention  which  can  serve  as  a  useful 
insir~ment. to  ~~~ieve mobility: and  equal lty of  s~andards within 
the  Commun'tt y. 
The  Comm.issl.on  consi.ders. t_hat  In  the  case of  vessels which  have 
joined .the.'proposed  EC  register  It  would  be  particularly 
rl"!approprlate'' for  a'ny  unneces.sary  obstacl~s to exist  in  the  way 
of  free  movement  of  seafarers  between  vessels of  the  Member 
~tates. There(ore,  th~ Proposed  ~eglster wi  I I  include  a 
speclfl.c_,provlsion  ..  that .seafarers of  any  Member  State wi  II  be 
free  to work  on  al)y  vesse·l  on  the  regIster  provIded  they  meet 
the  minimum  requirements  for  professional  training  and 
experie.nc~ .la.Ld  down  1!1  t~e  IMO  STCW  1978  Convention .. 
(4)  ENSURJ.NG  THE  OBSERVATION  OF  INTERNATIONAL  IMO/ILO  STANDARDS 
97.  Whereas  the  observatio~o~ Internationally applicable  IMO  and 
ILO  standards- by  a(J  sh-Ips  Is  essential  for  reasons of  safety 
of  ships  and  crew  and  fo~ environmental  protection,  It  can  also 
have  ..  a  bene{icial_  effect  for  the  Communi.ty  fleet  through 
el iminatlng.unfair  compe.t.ltlon  from  ships not  observing_ those 
standards.  ·  ·· 
98.  This  is  an  area  for  continuing  action,  and  the  Commission  plays 
an  active  role with  a  view  to strengthening  the  enforcement  of 
~ort State Control.  Lt  also  Intends  to play  a  ful I  role  in  the 
protection pf  the  marin~  en~lro~ment and  the  fight  against 
pollution. Jhe Commission  wil I  participate,  to  this end,  In  the 
appr~priate meetings of  the  International  Maritime  Organization 
and  the.relevant  regional  agreements,  such  as  the  Bonn 
Agreement  on  the  North  Sea  and  the Barcelona  agreement  on  the 
Mediterranean  Sea. 
99.  The  Commission  attaches particular  priority to  the effective 
appl lcation of  the  ILO  Merchant  Shipping  (Minimum  Standards) 
Convention,  1976  (No.  147),  and  has  recently  taken  the  lead,  in 
conjunction with  the Port  State Control  Secretariat  and  the 
maritime  branch of  the  ILO,  1n  achieving  agreement  among  the 
countries subscribing  to  the Memorandum  of  Understanding on 
Port  State Control  on  the  Integration of  this Convention  into 
the manual  for  surveyors.  Appropriate  amendments  to  the 
relevant  Annex  1 of  the  MOU  have  been  accepted,  taking effect 
on  11  May  1989.  The  task  ahead  Is  to secure  their 
implementation. 
( 1 )  OJ  NO  L.  19,  24. 1 . 89 - 24  -
100.  In  order  to strengthen  the effectiveness of  Port  State Control 
'and  to ensure
7Unlform  standards of  application  throughout  the 
Community,  the  Commission  will  continue  to  finance  seminars  for 
sur~eyors on  specific subjects.  Seminars  have  been  held  in 
lisbon  and  Rotlerdam  on  the  Implementation of  ~ARPOL 73/78,  and 
It  Is  now· th'e  CommissIon's  Intent I  on  to support  two  such 
seminars  each  year  on  the  subject  of  ILO  Convention  147. 
101.  The  Commission  considers  that  the  system of  Port  State Control 
has  been  developing  In  a  satisfactory manner  although  there  Is 
still  room  for  .Improvement.  The  Commission,  through  its work 
In  thi"s  f leld,  w·i  II  cont lnue  to encourage  ~ember States  to 
implement  Port  State Control  procedures  fully  and  effectively. 
If  however  this  Is  not  achieved  and  It  becomes  evident  that 
competitive pressures amongst  the  various ports of  the 
Community  are undermining  the application of  Port  State 
Control,  the  way  to deal  with  them  would  be  by  writing  the  ~ou 
into Community  law.  The  Commission  maintains on  the  table  the 
draft  Directive proposed  In  1980(1)  with  this end  In  view.  It 
considers,  however,  that  the  target  laid  down  ln,the Memorandum 
of  Understanding on  Port  State Control  of  Inspecting  25~ of 
Individual  ships entering  the  ports of  each  Community  country 
should  be  attained  If  International  standards are  to be 
maintained and  the  high  levels of  inspection already  attained 
are  to continue. 
102.  The  Commission  also considers necessary  that  ~ember States, 
which  have  not  sofar  done  so,  ratify all  the  relevant 
conventions as  soon  as  possible,  particularly  ~ARPOL and  JLO 
147,  and  that  their  provisions are applied  to their  own  flagged 
ships  as well  as  to ·those of· third countries. 
103.  At  this  stage~  therefore,  the Commission  addresses  a 
Recommendation  to Member  States  in  respect of  the  25% 
inspection  target  and  the  ratification of  the  relevant 
conventions,  as mentioned  above;  the  Recommendation  is  attached 
In  Annex  2. 
104.  The  Commission  will  encourage  the existing  trend  to establIsh 
forms  of  co-operation with  non-signatories of  the  Memorandum. 
Co-operation  agreements  already exist with  the United States 
and  Canadian  Coastguards.  The  Soviet  Union  has  inquired about 
possible  forms  of  co-operation.  Over  the  past  few  years 
excha'nges·  of  information on  Port  State Control  have  been  taking 
·place with  the  ~arltime Authorities of  Japan.  Such  co-
operation  and  the establishment of effective,  concerted and 
uniform  regional  Port  State Control  systems  elsewhere  In  the 
world wl  II  contribute to reducing  sub-standard shipping  in  the 
world. 
(1)  OJ  c 192,  30.7.80 - 25  -
(5)  PRO~OTION OF  THE  USE  OF  CO~~UNITY FLAG  SHIPPING  FOR 
TRANSPORT  OF  FOOD  AID 
105.  During  the  past  decade  Community  shipowners  have  pressed  for 
Improvements  In  the  system of  "mobl llzatlon" of  Community  food 
ald.  This  system consists generally of  a  package  whereby  a 
company  ("the mobilizer")  purchases  the  food,  transports  it  to 
its destination  and  is  paid  a  "package  price"  for  the entire 
operation ..  In  practice,  mobi  I izers use  vessels  flying  a  wide 
range of  flags,  in~ludlng occasionally  flags of  countries 
pol ltlcal ly  undesirable  for  the  transport of  Community  aid  paid 
for  by  the Community  taxpayer. 
106.  The  provisions of  Commission  Regulation  No.2200/87  on  the 
mobi  I lzatlon of· food  aid were  a  step  forward  Insofar  as  they 
opened  up  the possibility of  forbidding  the  transport  of  food 
aid  by  shipowners of  third countries whose  practices are 
harmful  to Community  shipowners or  who  benefit  from  schemes 
~hlch  legally or  in  practice  reserve  cargoes  for  their 
shipowners. 
107.  The  Commls~ion considers  it  necessary  that  EC  shipowners  be 
given  the opportunity  to offer  their  services  for  the  transport 
of  Community  food  aid cargoes.  It  also considers  that  the  very 
fact  that  these  cargoes  are  Community  aid  to third countries 
justifies that  they  be  carried with  ships  flying  the  Community 
f I  ag  •.  ships  registered  in  a  ~ember State  and  meeting  the 
requirements  for  registration  in  the  Community  register  or 
ships  flying  the  flag of  developing  countries pre-qualified  by 
the  Commission  on  the basis of  objective  technical  and  social 
criteria. 
108.  ~easures wil I  be  taken  so  that  mobl lizers of  food  aid  wi  I I  be 
obi lged  to use,  for  the  carriage of  food  aid,  ships on  the 
proposed  EEC  register~ ships on  a  ~ember State's register  and 
meeting  the  requirements  for  registration  in  the  Community 
register  or  ships  flying  the  flag of  developing  countries pre-
qualified by  the Commission  as  above. 
(6)  DEFINITION  OF  A CO~~UNITY SHIPOWNER 
109.  As  long  ago  as  1979,  upon  the  adoption of  Regulation  954/79 on 
the  ratification of  the  UN  Liner  Code,  the  need  was  felt  to 
jointly define  a  "national  shipping  I lne"  for  the  purpose of 
the  Code  of  Conduct  for  Liner  Conferences.  Some  ~ember States 
did  not  wish  to  rely only on  the  procedures of  Regulation 
~54/79 and  the criteria  In  the Councl I  ~inutes but  there  should 
be  no  rest~lctlons  Introduced which  would  be  contrary  to  the 
non-discrimination provisions of  the Treaty  and  Regulation 
954/79.  The  Commission  made  a  proposal  as part  of  Its 
Communication  of  ~arch 1985,  "Progress  towards  a  common 
transport  pol Icy  (maritime  transport)",  but  so  far  no 
discussion  In  depth on  this proposal  has  taken  place  In  the 
Counci I. - 26  -
110.  Also  during  the  discussions on  the  proposal  concerning  the 
freedom  to provide services which  led  to  the  adoption  in 
December  1986  of  Regulation  4055/86,  some  Member  States 
supported  ~he  Idea  of  a  restriction  o~  the  beneficiaries to 
"Community  shipping  companies"  which  wouldbe  made  subject  to 
certain  condition~.  In  particular,  as  to  the  capital  and 
nat ion a I I ty of  board  members ·and  even.  the) r  use of  ships  flying 
the  flag of  a  Member  State.  Only  the  last  condition was  partly 
··and  temporarily  Introduced  In  the  phasing out  of existing 
restrlc~ions  In  the  freedom  to  provide services. 
111.  The  measures  proposed  In  this Communication  include  proposals 
for  the  removal  of  cabotage  restrictions and  the  promotion of 
the use of  Community  flag  shipping  for  the  transport  of  food 
aid.  In  thl~ context,  It ·Is clearly right  to consider  again  the 
joint definition of  Community  shipowners  as  the  beneflciaires 
of  such  measures,  so as  to ensure  that  these and  other  rights 
and  benefits attached  to Community  shipownershlp  accrue only  to 
shipowners  with  a  real  and  substantial  presence  In  the 
Community.  A proposal  for  a  Regulation  l.s  at .Annex.  3. 
112.  The  outcome  might  also facilitate  ~he adoption of  the  1985 
Commission  proposal  on  the  joi~~ definition of  a  Qational 
shipping  line.  That  proposal,  ~ithough restricted to carriers 
to which  the  United  Nations  Convention  on  a  Code  of  Conduct  for 
Liner  Confere~ces applies:  also requires  a  real  and  substantial 
presence of  shipowners  in  the  Community.  Its  text  may  need 
adjustment,  however,  in  the  light  of  the present  proposal  and 
of  developments  since  the  adoption of  Regulation  954/79. 
(7)  REMOVAL  OF  CABOTAGE  RESTRICTIONS 
113.  With  the  communication  which  it  addressed  to  the  Counci I  in 
1985  on  mar.itime  transpo.rt,  the  Commission  proposed  the 
application of  the principle of  freedom  to  provide  services  to 
the  sector  (COM(85)90,  Annex  11-2).  In  agreeing  to  the  package 
of  four  Regulations  In  the  field of  maritime  transport  in 
December  1986,  the  Council  did  not  find  it  possible  to  decide 
at  that  stage on  the  application of  the  principle of  freedom  to 
provide  services  In  respect  of  shipping services within  the 
Member  States;  It  therefore  agreed  that  further  consideration 
of  this part  of  the Commission  proposal  was  necessary. 
No  progress,  however,  has  been  achieved on  the  subject  during 
the  Intervening  interval  of more  than  two.years. 
114.  In  the  context  of  measures  being  proposed with  th~ aim  of 
maintaining a  more  competitive Community'  fleet,  with  convergir:g 
conditions of operation,  through  th.e  Instrument  of  a  parallel 
Community  register,  .the  Commission ·considers  It  necessary  to 
make  progress wl th  the  app II cat ion  to t.tember  States··  i nterna I 
maritime  transport  of  the  principle of  the  freedom  to provide 
services,  in  view  of  the  completion of  the  Internal  market  by 
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115.  In  this context,  the  Commission  considers appropriate  that  the 
removal  of  restrictions on  the  freedom  to provide services  In 
Member  States'  Internal  maritime  transport  In  respect  of 
nationals  and  maritime  companies  of  the Member  States should  be 
accompanied  by  conditions  in  respect  of  the  vessels  used  to 
provide  the  service,  so  as  to ensure  a  degree.of  approximation 
of operating conditions,  always  taking  also due  account  of  the 
special  requirements of  certain public services of  cabotage 
which  the Member  States make  in  the general  interest.  The 
Commission  therefore  proposes  that  removal  of  restrictions· Is 
subject  to  the  use of  vessels  registered  In  the  Community  ship 
register  and  which  operate  In  short-sea  trades.  A proposal  for 
a  Councl I  regulation concerning  the  application  to Member 
States'  Internal  maritime  transport  of  the  freedom  to provide 
services,  which  Incorporates  the  above  considerations  and 
supersedes  the earlier Commission  proposal,  Is at  Annex  4. 
(8)  CONSORTIA 
116.  During  Its meeting  of  15/16  December  1986,  the  Counci I,  when  it 
reached  agreement  on  the  Competition  Regulation,  made  a 
statement  In  which  It  invited  the Commission  to study  inter 
alIa  the matter  of consortia  and  if  necessary  to  submit  new 
proposals.  The  Commission  undertook  to submit  a  report  to  the 
Councl I,  within one  year  from  the  date of  adoption of  the 
Regulation,  on  whether  to provide  for  block  exemptions  for  such 
agreements  as  consortia  and  to  submit  a  proposal  to  that  effect 
If  necessary. 
117.  In  January  1988  the  Commission  gave  Its  Interim report  in  which 
It  concluded  that  so  far  no  evidence  had  been  made  aval lable 
which  could  justify a  block  exemption  for  consortia.  From  the 
content  of  the  few  agreements  submitted  to  the  Commission's 
services and  subsequent  soundings,  It  seems,  however,  that 
there are substantial  differences  between  consortia,  ranging 
from  purely  technical  arrangements  to closely knitted 
organisations with  joint marketing.  There  seems  to be  three 
main  categories of  agreements: 
the  technical  agreement  (exchange  of slots,  equipment,  use 
of  terminals) 
the operational  agreement  (joint  schedul lng,  pooling of 
cargoes  or  revenues) 
the  commercial  agreement  (notably  joint marketing). 
118.  Whereas  consortia which  take  the  form  of  a  technical 
arrangement  only might  be  east ly  exempted  (or  In  the ·framework 
of  a  block  exemption  excepted),  the  two  other  sorts of 
agreement  could substantially restrict competition  between  the 
partners and  as  such  be  forbidden.  Whether  and,  If  so,  how  far 
a  group  exemption  could  be  given  for  the  two  other sorts of 
agreements,  and  the  conditions  for  such  possible group 
exemption  Is  not  yet  clear. - 28  -
119.  The  Commission  Is  anxious  to clarify  the  position of  consortia 
and.intends-·to make  ·a  report  to  the'Councii'.-·As  soon'·as  it  has 
received  the  necessary  further  information,  ft  wi  II  give 
serious consldeiation  to  the  possibi·l ity of  gra~tin~ a  group 
exemption. 
(9)  VAT  AND  EXCISE  OUT I  ES  RELATED  TO  SH I·PP I  NG  'SERVICES 
120.  It  is of course  a  generally  ~hared concern·tthroughout  the 
Commission)  to· succeed  In  creat irig ·a  gem.iine  single market  and 
thus getting  the  economic·as  well  as social  benefit'~rof  it for 
Europe  and  Its people.  That  ts·precrseli~the  re~~on why  the 
measures· chosen  to achieve  this objective  have  to be  carefully 
weighted against  the actual  operatirig  tonditlohs of:a given 
economic  activity,  so  as  to avoid  undesired-adverse· 
conseQuences. 
121.  As  regards  fiscality  the  drive of  the  Community  towards 
completing  the  Internal  market  led  the  Commission  to put 
forward  in  August  1987  a·series of  proposals on  the  removal  of 
f i sea I  front i er  s ( 1) •  The: measures  envisaged  wou I  d I .i n't'roduce 
considerable  changes  for  the  Community  shipping>industry.  In 
particular, 
passenger  fares on  sea  vo~ages within  the Community  would 
no  longer  benefit  the  transitional  exemption  granted under 
the  6th  VAT  dlre<;:tive<2),  and  woufcl  be  submi·tte·d·to  VAT 
rates  from  4  to 9%;  freight  cost"s  wi  1-1  be  ch~r'ge~ble at  the 
standard  rate. 
within  the Community  VAT- and  excise duties where 
appropriate- w6ulcl  be  added  for  the  f~~st  time  to  the 
SUPP I y of  ships ;cfnd.sh i·ps'  eQUipment,  purii<er  fue·l  and  a 
number  of  various  shipping  related activities where 
intracommunity  voyages  are  concernijd,  (It  Is  not  however 
proposed  to charge extise duties on  bunker  fuel). 
These  changes would  in  turn cause  rate  Increases  rn  similar 
proportions,  which  would  obviously  put  the ·community  shipping 
Industry at  disadvantage  if  the  same  charges are  not  also borne 
by  their  non-Community  competitors  insofar  ·as  they  also  provide 
services  in  intracommunlty  voyages. 
122.  Maritime  transport  being  typically  a  world-scale operated sort 
of service and  subject  to a  very  strong  international 
competition,  the global  fiscal  principles at  stake,  whether  on 
VAT  or  on  excise duties,  raise a  number  of  complex  Issues of 
detail  at  the practical  level  to ensure eQual  t~eatment between 
Community  and.non-Community  operators and  to ensure  there  is  no 
taxatlon.on voyages  to third countries.·  Balanc·ed  solutions 
will  have  to be  worked  out,  also  taking  Into account  the 
(1)  COM(87)32o  final  and  following,  especially COM(87)  322  and  324, 
August  1987. 
(2)  OJ  L 145  of  13.6.1977. - 29  -
legitimate  interests of  an  International  trading sector  which 
is of  paramount  importance_.for  the  Community  in  Its economic 
and  social  as well  as  strateg·ic aspects.  This will  have  to be 
borne  In  mind  in  working  out  the detailed application of ·the 
Commission's  fiscal  proposals,  In  the  light of  the 
Communication  of  May  1989(1)  on  the  completion of  the  internal 
market  and  approximation of  indirect  taxes. 
(1)  COM  (89)  260 ProposaL- f. or a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION 
ANNEX  1 
establishing  a.  Community. ship register and  providing  for  the 
flying  of  the  Community  flag  by  sea-going  yessels 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to the Treaty establishing the  European  Economic 
Community,  and  in  particular Article 84(2)  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  of  the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  European  Pari lament, 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee, 
Whereas  shipping  is an  indispensable element  in  trade  between  the 
Member  States and  between  Member  States and  third countries; 
Whereas  the  availability of  a  high  quality and  truly competitive fleet 
depends,  on  the one  hand,  on  the availability of  a  maritime 
Infrastructure within  the Community  Including  a  reserve of  nationals of 
Member  States to serve as seafarers and,  on  the other  hand,  a  cost 
level  which  is competitive; 
Whereas  the  fleet  flying  Member  States'  flags  has  suffered ;a  considerable 
decline  over  the  years  and  to  the extent  that  ships  have  been 
transferred  to  third country  registers,  there  has  been  a  severe  loss of 
employment  for  Community  nationals; 
Whereas  the efforts to meet  the  problem  through  national  measures, 
inter alia the establishment of  second  national  registers,  to which 
more  favourable  conditions are attached,  tend  to  disperse  the effects 
of  the  actions  undertaken  and  risk  a  distortion of  competition; 
Whereas  it  Is  In  the Community  Interest  to aim  at  a  structural 
development  of  a  fleet of  vessels,  registered  In  Member  States 
registers but  also  identifiable as  ships  serving  Community  needs, 
which  comply  with  the standards of  the maritime  conventions,  and  whose 
crew  includes as a  minimum  a  specified number  of  trained seafarers  from 
Member  States; 
Whereas  this aim  cannot  be  attained without  a  reduction of  the  cost 
level; 
Whereas  the Commission  has  developed  guidelines  for  the  examination of 
state aids  to be  given  by  the Member  States  to Community  shipping 
comp.an i es; - 2  -
Whereas  the establishment of  a  Community  ship  register  should serve  the 
purpose of  creating a  channel  through  which  national  efforts can  be 
converged,  a  pool  of  Community  seafarers and  a  trade mark  guaranteeing 
shippers a  high  quality service; 
Whereas  the  Community  ship  register will  be  additional  to  the  national 
register; 
Whereas  the  right  to  register  vessels  In  the Community  register  should 
be  reserved  for  natural  and  legal  persons  having  a  certain  I Ink  with 
the  Community;  whereas,  however,  this right  should also be  given  under 
certain conditions  to persons ~aving a  link with  a  given  third country; 
Whereas  the  vessel  to be  registered  in  the  Community  register shouldcomplywith 
certain conditions;  whereas,  In  particular,  the  vessel  should  be  and 
remain  registered  In  a  national  register;  whereas  the  decision~ on  the 
admission  to  the  national  register  must  be  taken  in  compl lance  with  the 
provisions of  the Treaty; 
Whereas  registration  In  the Community  register  should  depend  on 
compl lance with  the safety measures  required  by  the  international 
conventions  In  this respect;  · 
Whereas  the  number  of  trained seafarers  from  Member  States on  board of 
vessels  registered  in  this register  should  be  sufficient  to meet  future 
requirements  of  the Community  fleet; 
Whereas  seafarers  from  non-Community  countries on  vessels  registered  In 
this register  should  be  employed  on  conditions  In  conformity  with 
internationally agreed  standards,  unless otherwise mutually  agreed .with 
their  representative  or~anlsatlons; 
Whereas  alI  seafarers on  vessels  registered  in  this register  should  at 
least  benefit  from  the  social  security schemes  to  which  they  are  entitled 
in  the  country where  they  are  resident; 
Whereas  vessels,  while  remaining  on  this register,  should  be  able  to 
transfer  between  the  national  registers of  Member  States without 
technical  hindrance,  when  they  comply  with  the essential  technical 
requirements  to be  laid  down  by  the  Councl I; 
Whereas  the  right of  free  movement  under  Article  48  of  the  Treaty  as 
lmplement~d by  Council  Regulation  1612/681 applies to employment of 
nationals of  Member  States on  board  vessels  registered  In  the Member 
States;  whereas  therefore  this right  applies  to vessels  registered  In 
EUROS;  whereas,  however,  the effective exercise of  that  right  may  be 
hindered  by  differences  between  qualifications and  licences  issued  in 
the  Member  States;  whereas  it  Is  appropriate  to provide  for  recognition 
of  such  qualifications and  licences  for  seafarers for  the  purposes of 
employment  on  board  vessels  In  the  Community  reglster·subject  to 
minimum  requirements· laid down  by  the Council; 
Whereas  registration  in  this register  should  be  reflected  in  the  right 
and  obi lgatlon  to  fly  the  European  Flag; 
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Whereas  the  Commission  should  be  enabled  to adopt  Implementing  provisions 
conce·rning  the  establishment  of  the ·register  and  concerning  procedures  of 
reg.istrat ion  and  deregistrat ion; 
Whereas  there should  be  cooperation  between  the Community  register  and 
the  national  ship registers,  including  an  exchange of  information; 
Whereas  the  Member  States should  take  the  necessary measures  to control 
and  enforce  compliance  with  the provisions  of  this  Regulation; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
SECTION  1  Scope  of  the  Regulation 
Article  1 -Objective 
This  Regulation  provides  for  : 
the establishment of  a  Community  ship  register  for  sea-going 
merchant  vessels  ; 
the conditions  for  registration; 
certain facilities accruing  from  such  registration; 
the  right  to'fly the  European  flag on  these vessels  in  addition  to 
the  national  flag. 
SECTION  2  :  The  register,  vessel  owners  and  vessels 
Article  2  :  Establishment  of  the  register. 
A Community  ship register  (hereafter  cal led  "EUROS")  Is  hereby 
established  in  which  sea-going merchant  vessels may  be  registered  in 
addition  to  their  national  registration  in  a  Member  State. 
The  Commission  shall  register  when  the  conditions  Laid 
down  in  Articles 3,  4  and  5  are met.  It  shall  deregist~r a  vessel  when 
it  no  longer  conforms  to  the  provisions of  this Regulation. 
Article 3- Persons entitled to  have  a  vessel  registered in  EUROS. 
1)  The  following  may  apply  for  registration of  a  vessel  in  EUROS 
a)  nationals of  the  Member  States established  In  a  Member .state 
and  pursuing  shipping activities - 4  -
b)  a  shipping  company  formed  In  accordance with .the .law  of  a. 
Member  State and  having  Its principal  place of  business  In,  and 
effective.control  exercised within  the  Community,  provided  that 
.the  ma)or_Lty ·of  the capIta I .of  that  company  Is  owned  by 
natlonals.of  t'he  Member  States or  the majority of  the  board of 
the  company  consists of  such  nationals,  who  have  their  domicile 
or  usua 1 res'l dence  i  ·n  the  C'ommun 1  ty  ~  · 
c)  nationals of  Member  States establ lshed outside  the  Community  or 
shipping  COI)'Ip_anles  established .. outside  the Community  and 
controlled· by· nationals of  a  t.tember· State,  If  the  vessels owned 
or  operated by  them  are  registered  In  that  t.lember  State  in 
accordance  with  Its  legislation; 
2)  For  the  purpose of  this  regulation,  a  natural  or  legal  person meant 
in  paragraph  1  wi-Ll  hereafter  be  referred  to  as  a  "Community  vessel 
owner"; 
3)  Where  It  has  been  agreed  between  a  third country  and  the Community 
that  registration of  vessels  In  each other's register  ~hal I  be 
permitted,  the  term  "nationals of  the Member  States"  shal I,  for  the 
purposes only of  paragraph_j,(a)  and  (b),  Include  nationals of  the 
third country  concerned.  ~..  . 
Article 4- Vessels. eligible_ for  registration 
Eligible  for  registration  In  EUROS  Is  any  sea-going merchant  vessel  of 
at  least  500  grt, bui It or  under  construction, which  is already 
registered  In  a  Member  State,  and  entitled to fly  the  flag of  that 
Member  St_a te  an.d  use~ or  to be  used .! n  na t,i ~n.~ I  or  i nterna  tiona I  t r.ad.e 
for  the  transport  of. cargo or  passengers or  any  other  commercial 
purpose,  if  It  fulfl Is  th~ following  conditions: 
a.  the  vessel  must  be  and  remain  regis.tered  In  the.national  ship 
register  for  the  duration of  Its registration  In  EUROS; 
b.  the  vessel  must  be  owned  and  for  the  duration of  its 
registration  In  EUROS  remain  owned  by  a  person entitled  to 
register  a  vessel  in  EUROS,  or  operated by  a  Community  vessel 
owner  on  the  basis of  a  bare-boat  charter  In  accordance  with 
the  provisions of Article 5; 
c.  the  vessel  shal I  not  be  more  than  20  years old. 
Article 5.  - Bare-boat  charters 
Vessels operated  by  Community.  vessel  owners  on  the  basl_s  of  a  bare-boat 
charter  may  be  registered  In  EUROS  during  the  period of  that  charter  if 
the  following  conditions  are  fulfilled: 
1.  the  vessel  is  registered as  a  bare-boat  chartered  vessel  in  a 
national  ship  register of  a  Member  State; - 5  -
2.  the  laws  of  the vessel's  Initial  flag  country  allow  bare~boat 
registration  In  another  country; 
3. ·the consent  of  the owner  of  the  vessel  and  of  all  mortgage 
creditors for·the  registration of  the  bare~boat  is obtained;  and 
4.  the bare-boat  charter  Is  duly  recorded  In  the  register of  the 
vessel's  initial  flag  country. 
SECTION  3:  Safety;:mannlng  and  crew. 
Article 6- Safety. 
Throughout  the  period of  registration the  vesse'l  must  be  provided with 
all  certificates required  by  the Member  State concerned. 
Article 7  ~Nationality of  crew. 
On  vessels  r~glstered  in  EUROS  alI  officer$ and  at  least· half of  the 
rest of  the  crew  shal I  be  nationals of  a  Member  State. 
Trainees do·not  count  towards  meeting  the  requirements  above. 
Article 8- Wages,·workfng  hours  and  further  labour  conditions. 
Wages,  worklng"hours· and  further  labour  condi'tions of·'sea'tarers,  who 
are not  natlon~ls of  a  Member  State,  on  board  vessils· regi~tere~  in· 
EUROS,  shall  be  in  accordance with  the  ILO  Wages,  Hours  of  Work  and 
Manning  (Sea)  Recommendation  (No  109),  1958,  subject  to any  arrangement 
on  collective wages  agreed  Upon  with organisations· as  referred  to  in 
Article 9. 
Article 9- Collective  wage  agreements 
1.  If  Community  vessel  owners  who  have  registered  the  vessels which 
they own  or  operate  In  EUROS  employ  seafarers who  ~re not  nationals of 
a  Member  State such  seafarers may  be  employed  only on  the  basis of 
collective wage  agreements  concluded with  trade unions or  simi Jar 
organisations  of  the  country where  they  are  resident. 
2.  No  collective wage  agreement  may  be  concluded  with  a  foreign  trade 
union or  simi Jar  organization on  behalf of  nationals of  a  third 
country  If  such: trade union or organization does  not  satisfy  the 
conditions of  ILO  Convention  No.  87  concerning  the  freedom  of 
association and  protection of  the  right  to organize. - 6  -
3.  The  law  of  the  Member  State of  registration of  the  vessel or,  if 
expl lcltly referred  to  In  the  agreement,  any  other  Member  State, 
shall applyto  such  collective wage  agreements.  The  courts  of  the 
Member  State concerned  shal I  be  competent  to  hear  and  determine 
disputes arising out  of  such  agreements. 
Article 10- Social  Security 
Without prejudice to Artie le 13(2) (c) of Council Regulation (EEC)  No 1408171
1 and 
unless otherwise mutually  agreed  at  the  level  of  governments  or  social 
partners,  social  security  for  seafarers on  board  vessels  registered  in 
EUROS  shai I  be  the  responsibi I lty of  the  country  in  which  the  seafarer 
is  resident  unless  the  legislation of  that  country expressly  provides 
otherwise,  in  which  case  the  Member  State of  registration shal I  be 
responsible  but  In  accordance with  the  legislation of  the  country of 
residence. 
For  the  purpose of  this provision  residence means  residence on  shore 
and  employment  on  board  a  vessel  registered  in  a  Member  State shal I  not 
of  itself, be  considered  as  being  residence  in  that State. 
Article  11 
Articles 8,  9  and  10  shall  apply  subject  to any  right  conferred or 
obi lgatlons  Imposed  by  any  other  Community  legislative act  except  where 
such  act  expressly provides otherwise. 
SECTION  4:  Faci I ities attached  to  registration  in  EUROS 
Article 12- Transfer  of  vessels 
Any  vessel  registered  In  EUROS  and  having  valid certificates and 
classification and  meeting  the essential  technical  requirements  to be 
laid  down  by  the Counci I  according  to  the  provisions of  the  Treaty 
before  1  July  1991,  may  be  transferred  to  the  register  of  another 
Member  State without  the  Imposition of  additional  technical 
requIrements. 
Article 13- Recognition  of  seafarers'  qualifications 
The  qualifications and  I icences of  seafarers who  are  nationals of  a 
Member  State shal I  be  recognised  by  the  competent  authorities of  each 
Member  State  for  the  purposes of  employment  on  any  vessel  registered  in 
EUROS,  subject  to minimum  requirements  for  professional  training  and 
experience  In  the  function  concerned  as  required  In  Directives  adopted 
or  to be  adopted  by  the Council,  according  to  the  provisions of  the 
Treaty,  before  1  July  1991. 
SECTION  5:  European  flag,  port  of  registration 
Article 14- European  flag 
1.  Vessels  reg1stered  in  EUROS  are entitled and  obl.iged  to  fly  the 
European  flag  In  addition  to  their  national  flag. 
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2.  Upon  registration a  certificate conveying  the  right  to  fly  the 
European  flag  wil I  be  delivered  by  the  Commission  to  the  applicant 
for  registration. 
Article 15- Port  of  registration 
A vessel  registered  In  EUROS  shal I  bear  a  relevant  Identification on 
its stern under  the  name  of  the  port of  registry  in  its national 
register. 
SECTION  6:  Final  provisions 
Article 16- Implementing  measures 
The  Commission  shall,  within six  months  after  the  adoption of  this 
regulation,  adopt  the  necessary  Implementing  measures  concerning  the 
establishment  of  EUROS,  the  procedures  for  registration and 
dereglstration,  the  form  and  content  of  the  documents  concerned, 
including  the certificate concerning  the  right  to  fly  the  European 
Flag,  the  form  of,  and  rules governing  the  flying of,  the  flag,  and  the 
identification of  vessels on  the  register. 
Article 17- Cooperation 
1.  National  authorities and  the  Commission  shal I  assist  each  other  in 
applying  this Regulation  and  In  checking  compl lance  therewith. 
2.  Within  the  framework  of  this mutual  assistance  they  shal I 
communicate  to each  other  the  necessary  Information with  respect  to 
registration and  deregistratlon. 
Article 18- Transitional  period 
1.  Member  States shall,  within  six months  after  the  adoption of  this 
Regulation  and  after consultation with  the Commission,  take  the 
necessary  measures  to: 
organise effective controls  to  ensure  compliance  with  the 
requirements  laid  down  in  Sections  2,  3  and  5; 
impose  sanctions  in  case of  non-compliance  with  those 
requirements; 
enable  vessels  registered  in  EUROS  to exercise  the  right  to  fly 
the  European  flag. 
2.  Such  measures  shall  make  express  reference  to this  Regulation. 
3.  Member  States shall  forthwith  communicate  to  the  Commission  the 
measures  adopted. - 8  -
Article 19- Entry  into  force 
This  Regulation shall  enter  into  force  on  1  January  1991. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its entirety and  directly 
applicable  in  alI  Member  States. 
Done  at  Brussels •..•....................  1989. 
For  the Counc I I 
The  President ANNEX  2 
COMMISSION  RECOMMENDATION 
on  imProving  the  effectiveness of  Port  State  Control 
in  the  Community 
THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty establishing  the  European  Economic 
Community, 
Whereas  the  safety of  life at  sea,  acceptable standards of  I ivlng  and 
working  conditions on  board  ships  and  the protection of  the marine 
environment  must  be  maintained  and  promoted; 
Whereas  the  principal  responsibility  for  the  effective appl !cation of 
these  standards  as  laid  down  In  International  Instruments  rests upon 
the  relevant  authorities of  the  State whose  flag  a  ship  Is entitled  to 
fly; 
Whereas  effective action  In  the  form  of  Port  State Control  Is, 
nevertheless,  necessary  to ensure  proper  application of  these standards 
In  order  to  reduce  and  prevent  substandard shipping; 
Whereas  all  the maritime  nations of  the  European  Economic  Community  are 
signatories of  the  Memorandum  of  Understanding on  Port  State Control; 
Whereas  it ·is essential  that all  international  conventions under  the 
Memorandum  of  Understanding  are duly  signed and  ratified by  all  Member 
States; 
Whereas  correct  application of  the  international  conventions  referred 
to  In  the Memorandum  of  Understanding  on  Port  State Control  requires 
uniform  and  effective checking  by  Member  States who  are signatories  to 
the  aforesaid Memorandum; 
Whereas  It  is necessary  to ensure  that  the  target  number  of  Inspections 
on  Individual  foreign  merchant  ships visiting  the ports of signatories 
to  the Memorandum  Is  achieved  in  order  to  reduce  and  prevent 
substandard  shipping  and  In  order  to avoid distortions of  conditions of 
competition between  ports within  the  Community; 
Whereas  for  these  purposes  a  full  and  uniform  system of  Port  State 
Control  should  be  in  force  throughout  the  Community; - 2  -
HEREBY  RECOMMENDS  THE  MEMBER  STATES  to  take  the  following  measures  In 
pursuance of  their obligations under  the  Memorandum  of  Understanding on 
Port  State Control  (M.O.U.): 
I.  WITH  REGARD  TO  RATIFICATION  OF  THE  INTERNATIONAL  CONVENTIONS 
COVERED  BY  THE  MEMORANDUM  OF  UNDERSTANDING 
1.  those  Member  States,  which  have  not  yet  ratified the 
International  Conventions  cited below,  to do  so  forthwith: 
the  International  Convention on  Load  Lines,  1966; 
the  International  Convention  for  the  Safety of  Life at  Sea, 
1974,  as  amended  by  the  Protocol  of  1978; 
the  International  Convention  for  the  Prevention of 
Pol lutlon  from  Ships,  1973,  as modified  by  the  Protocol  of 
1978; 
the  International  Convention  on  Standards of Training, 
Certification and  Watchkeeping  for  Seafarers,  1978; 
the  Convention on  the  International  Regulations  for 
Preventing  Coli lsions  at  Sea,  1972; 
the Merchant  Shipping  (Minimum  Standards)  Convention,  1976 
( ILO  Convention  no.  147). 
2.  those  Member  States,  which  have  not  yet  ratified the optional 
annexes  to  the  International  Convention  for  the  Prevention of 
Pol lutlon  from  Ships,  1973,  as  amended  by  the  Protocol  of  1978 
(MARPOL  73/78),  to  do  so  forthwith. 
II.  WITH  REGARD  TO  THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  INTERNATIONAL  CONVENTIONS 
COVERED  BY  THE  MEMORANDUM  OF  UNDERsTANDING 
Member  States,  which  are signatories  to  the Memorandum  of 
Understanding,  to  ensure that 
1.  a  minimum  annual  total  of  25%  of  the  number  of  Individual 
foreign  merchant  ships visiting their  ports are  Inspected  In 
accordance  with  the  provisions of  the Memorandum  of 
Understanding; 
2.  the  inspection  procedures  laid down  in  the  Manual  for  Surveyors 
adopted  by  the  Port  State Control  Committee  are strictly 
applied; 
3.  adequate  resources,  both  financial  and  manpower,  are  provided 
to ensure  a  ful I  Implementation of  their obi lgatlons under  the 
Memorandum  of  Understanding on  Port  State Control. 
The  Commission  requests Member  States  to  Inform  It  within  twelve months 
of  the  adoption of  the  Recommendation  of  the measures  they  have  taken 
In  this field. Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION 
ANNEX  3 
on  a  common  definition of  a  Community  shipowner 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty establishing  the  European  Economic 
Community,  and  In  particular Article 84  (2)  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  of  the  Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  European  Parliament. 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee, 
Whereas  the  development  of  the single market  makes  It  desirable  to 
affirm  the  Identity of  the  Community  also  in  the  field of  sea  transport 
services; 
Whereas  to  an  increasing  degree  Community  legislation refers  to 
Community  shipowners  and  there  should  be  a  common  view  on  the  identity 
of  such  a  shipowner; 
Whereas  it  is desirable  to distinguish  between  companies  owned  by 
nationals of  a  third country or  the majority of  whose  board  consists of 
nationals of  such  a  country  and  those  which  are owned  or  managed  by 
Community  nationals,  taking  Into account  that  the  former  may  themselves 
have  acQuired  the  same  status as  companies  of  the  ~ember States  by 
their establishment  in  a  ~ember State; 
Whereas  such  a  distinction can  be  achieved  by  defining as Community 
shipowners  those  nationals of  a  ~ember State who  have  a  significant 
economic  I ink  with  a  ~ember State; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: - 2  -
Article  1 
This  Regulation  lays  down  criteria establishing a  common  definition of 
a  Community  shipowner. 
Article  2 
Unless  otherwise stated,  alI  references  to  "Community  shipowner",  In 
regulations,  directives and  decisions of  the Councl I  are  to  be 
interpreted  In  accordance with  Articles 3  and  4. 
Article 3 
For  the  purpose of  this Regulation  "a  shipowner"  means: 
a  natural  or  legal  person  providing  a  liner  or  tramp  service  In  the 
field of maritime  transport of  passengers or  goods  by  one  or  more  sea-
going  vessels which  he  or  It  owns  or  has  chartered on  the  basis of  a 
bare-boat  charter,  time  charter or  voyage  charter. 
Article  4 
The  following  shipowners  are  regarded  as  Community  shipowners 
1a  a  national  of a  Member  State,  who  has  his domicile or  usual 
residence  In  a  Member  State; 
1b  a  shipping  company  or  firm which  Is  formed  in  accordance  with 
the  law  of  a  Member  State and  which  complies  with  the 
following  requirements: 
I)  the  principal  place of  business is situated and  the 
effective control  exercised  In  a  Member  State and 
I i)  the executive  board  consists  of  persons  the majority of 
whom  are nationals of  a  Member  State or  the majority of  the 
shares  are  owned  by  nationals of  a  Member  State having 
their  domicile or  usual  residence  In  a  Member  State. 
2a  a  national  of  a  Member  State who  has  his  domicile or  usual 
residence outside  the  Community  If  his vessels are  registered 
In  that  Member  State  In  accordance with  Its  legislation; 
2b  a  shipping company  or  firm  established outside  the  Community 
and  controlled by  nationals of  a  Member  State  If  Its vessels 
are  registered  in  that  Member  State  in  accordance with  Its 
legislation. - 3  -
Arti.cle  5 
This Regulation shall  enter  'into  force  on  1  Janu·ary  1990. 
This  Regut~t·lon shall  be  binding  I~  Its entirety and  directly 
applicable  In  alI  Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels •.••..........•••••. 1989 
For  the Counc I 1· 
The  President Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION 
ANNEX  4 
applying  the  principle of  freedom  to provide  services  to maritime 
transport  within Member  States 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard to the Treaty establishing  the  European  Economic 
Community,  and  in  particular Article 84  (2)  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  of  the  Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  European  Par II ament. 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee, 
Whereas  the  principle of  freedom  to provide services does  not  yet  apply 
to maritime  transport  with in  the  Member  States; 
Whereas  it  is  important  to adopt  measures  with  the  aim  of  progressively 
establ lshing  the  internal  market  over  a  period expiring on  31  December 
1992;  whereas  the  Internal  market  shall  comprise  an  area without 
internal  frontiers  in  which  the  free  movement  of  goods,  persons, 
services  and  capital  Is  ensured; 
Whereas  In  accordance  with Article 611of  the Treaty  freedom  to provide 
services  in  the  field of  maritime  transport  is  to  be  governed  by  the 
provisions of  the Title relating to transport; 
Whereas  the  abolition  of  restrictions  on  the  provision of  maritime  transport 
services within Member  States  is  necessary  for  the  establishment  of  the 
single market; 
Whereas  therefore  the  principle of  freedom  to provide services should 
be  applied  to maritime  transport  within Member  States; 
Whereas  this  freedom  should  be  subject  to conditions  in  respect of  the 
vessels used  to provide  the  servlces,so as  to ensure  a  degree  of 
approximation of operating  conditions  among  the persons  and  companies 
providing  such  services; 
Whereas  such  conditions are fulfilled by  ships registered  In  the 
Community  ship  register established by  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
and  used  In  short-sea  trades; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: - 2  -
Article  1 
1.  Restrictions on  freedom  to provide maritime  transport  services 
within Member  States shall  be  abolished  In  respect  of  Community 
shipowners  who  are established  in  a  Member  State of  the Community 
other  than  that  of  the  person  for  whom  the services are  intended 
when  using  vessels  registered  in  the  Community  ship  register  and 
not  exceeding 6000  grt. 
2.  The  provisions of  this Regulation  shall  also apply  to nationaJs of 
the  Member  States established outside  the Community  and  to shipping 
companies  establ !shed outside  the Community  and  control led  by 
nationals of  a  Member  State,  If  their  vessels are  registered  in 
that  Member  State  In  accordance  with  Its  legislation and  in  the 
Community  ship  register  and  not  exceeding 6000  grt. 
3.  For  the  purposes of  this Regulation,  services shall  be  considered 
as  "maritime  transport  services"  where  they  are  normally  provided 
for  remuneration  and  shall  in  particular  include: 
(a)  the carriage of  passengers or  goods  by  sea  between  ports  in  any 
one  Member  State,  Including overseas  departments of  that  State 
(cabotage); 
(b)  the  carriage of  passengers or  goods  by  sea  between  any  port  in 
a  Member  State and  Installations or  structures on  the 
continental  shelf of  that  Member  State  (off-shore  supply 
services). 
4.  The  Member  State between  whose  ports  the maritime  transport 
services are provided may  require  that  the  vessels used  for  these 
services are manned  with nationals of  the  Member  States to  the  same 
degree  as  is  required  in  respect  of  the  vessels  flying  its own  flag 
which  are used  for  these services. 
Article  2 
1.  Notwithstanding  Article 1<1>  and  (2),  a  Member  State  may, 
where  necessary  In  order  to maintain sufficient maritime  transport 
services  in  the case of  cabotage  between  the mainland  and  its 
islands and  between  its  islands, impose  public service obi igations 
as  a  condition  for  the  right  to provide  the service. 
2.  For  the  purpose  of  this  Regulation  the  law,  regulations or 
administrative conditions  imposed  by  Member  States aiming  to 
guarantee  the continuity,  regularity and  efficiency of  the 
services,  and  the  provision of  goods  of  fundamental  Importance  for 
the  economic  wellbeing of  such  territories shal I  be  considered as 
pub I ic service obi igatlons. - 3  -
Article  3 
Articles 55  to 58  and  62  of  the  Treaty  shal I  apply  to  the matters 
covered  by  this Regulation. 
Article  4 
Without  prejudice  to  the  provisions of  the Treaty  relating  to  the 
right  of establ lshment,  a  person  providing  a  maritime  transport 
service may,  In  order  to do  so,  temporarily  pursue  his activity  In 
the  Member  State where  the service  Is  provided,  under  the  same 
conditions as  are  Imposed  by  that  State on  Its own  nationals. 
Article 5 
Member  States shall,  before  adopting  laws,  regulations or 
administrative provisions  In  Implementation of Article  2  consult 
the  Commission.  They  shall send  .to  the  Latter  any  such  measures  so 
adopted. 
Article 6 
This  Regulation  shall be  reviewed  before  1  January 1993. 
Article 7 
This  Regulation shall  enter  Into  force  on  1  January  1991. 
This  regulation  shal I  be  binding  In  Its entirety and  directly 
appl lcable  In  alI  Member  States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  For  the Council 
The  President ANNEX  5 
MANNING  COSTS 
The  follo~ing table  presents -the-results  of  a  ~alculation of 
the -relative  i~portance of  manning  ~osts as  part  of  total 
operating costs-,  provi.de_d· in  "A  social  s-urvey  in  Maritime 
Transport"  (MERC-1987)  for  a  1500  TEU  container  vessel. 
Manning  costs  include  basic  wages,  overtime,  leave  pay, 
social  security  contributions,  r~tirement provisions,  crew 
rotation, ·travel  and  vi~tualling. 
Operating  costs  consist  of  manning,  repair  and  maintenance, 
stores,, lubrication oil,  insurance  and  overhead. 
Daily  manning  and  operating  ~ost compared  (in  USD} 
(1500. TEU  VESSEL- October  1986) 
Cost  Item  _·ere~  Manning  Operating 
country  Size  cost  ( 1 )  cost  (2) 
Belgium  22  3586  6654 
Denmark  21  3228  6414 
France  23- 4030  7177 
w.  Germany  21  3527  6679 
Greece  21  1296  4034 
Irelan(l  NA  NA  NA. 
Italy  21'  4070,  7113 
Nether  l,ands  24  3623  6715 
Portuga'l  '30  1352  40,56 
Sp~in  25  2952  59'13 














SOU~CE:  "A  social  s-urvey  in  Maritime  Transport"  by  MERC  -
1.987 - 2  -
T l•  ·~  s i  9 n i  f  .i. c a n t  d i  f  f c r c n c c s  i  n  m  a n n i n 9  cos t s  w  i  t hi  n  t h e 
Community  are  illustrated  in  the  following  graph  which 
translates  the  relevant  data  of  the  above  table  into  annual 
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The  following  table  from  the  "Social  survey"  illustrates  the 
relat.Lve  weight  of  manning  costs  and  other  cost  componen-ts 
1 n  t. h e  o v e r a 11  c o s t  ,  a s  c a 1 c u 1 a t c d  i n  1 9 8 6  f o r  a  n e w 1 y  ·b u 'i l  t 
Dutch  1500  TEU  container  vessel. 
M.JJlnlng  costs  in  the  overall  cost  environment 
(Dutch  1500  TEU  container  vessel,  newly  built) 
Cost  USD  % 
Item  (mln) 
Manning  1. 26€  21.1 
R&.M  0.424  6.9 
Stores  0.096  1.6 
Lub.  Oi 1  0.108  1.8 
Insurance  0.251  4. 1 
Overhead  0.217  3.6 
Fuel  ·  1.196  19.6 
Capital  2.519  41.3 
Tot.al  6.097  100% Table  1 
Table  2 
Graph  1 
Graph  2 
Table  3· 
Table  4 
Table  5 




Table  1Q 
ANNEX  6 
STATISTICAL  ANNEX 
Merchant  fleet of  the world  197o-1988 
Development  of world  seaborne  trade  1975-1988 
Cargo  carried by  world. fleet  1965-1988 
Ton-mites  performed  by  world  fleet  1965-1988 
Merchant  fleets- analysts by  Community  shiP  re~lster 
Development  of  EEC  national  fleets and  EEC  owned  fleets 
under  the  flag of open  register countries between  1981  and 
1987 
~lstrlbUtlon Of  World  merchant  fleets.by category Of 
vessels and  flag - 1988 
Development  of world  container fleets- 1981  and  1987 
Merchant  fleets:  Age  comparison by  percentage share of 
totai dwt  -·1986  · 
Personnel  employed  In  Member  States•  fleets:  by  nationality 
(1980,  1986-1988) 
Structure of costs for  selected vessels TABLE  1  :  MERCBART  FLEET  OF  THE  WORLD  1970-1988  {1) 
( 1-)--
_,..- ( 2)  (3)  -( 4)  out  of  which:  ------- .  YEARS  WORLD  0  E  C D.  ·  E  E  C  OPEN  REGISTRY  COMECON  OTHERS 
(~nc1.  EE~)  COUNTRIES  NICs  ~5~  China(PR),  Israel 
·~- South  Africa  --·  ~  MGllT- MGR.T  %  .  MGR.T  %  MGllT  %  MGRT  %  MGRT  %  MGRT  %  MGRT 
1970  21L9  141.4  &6.7  6!.5  32.3  40.2  19.0  13.0  6. 1  17.3  8.2 
s  325  •. 6  .  193.8  59~5  100.4  30.8  84.2  25.9  -17.7  5.5  29.9  9.2  7.0  2. 1  3.6 
9  393~0  208.5  53.0  116.6  29.7  107.7  27.4  22·. 7  s.8  54.1  13.8  14.8  3.8  7.2 
1980  398'. 8  210 • .5  ·52.8  117.2  29.4  108.0  27. 1  23.2  5.8  57.1  l4. 3  15  .2  3.8  7.6 
1  '  399!. 7  209'. 4  52.4  116. 1  29.0  ·104.8  26.2  . 25. s  6. 4  ..  60.0  15.0  15.9  4.0  8.5 
2  4o3:.o  205.3  50.9  110.6  27.4  106.3 ·.26.4  23.9  5.9  6'7. 5  u·. 1- ~ 1-7. 8  4.4  9.0 
. 3 ·.  400.0  . 193.0  48.3  101.4  '25. 4  108.1  27.0  24.7  6.2  74.2  18.6  20.0  5.0  9.7 
.  4  :  3~6~  0  . 180.4  45.6  ··92. 7  23~4  111.3  28.1  24.9  6.3  79.4  20.0  '22.3  5.6  ' 10. 1 
.·.  5  ,_392.9  1~9.5 .  43 .-1·  84-. s  -21.5 '  . 114. 2  .  29. 1  25.4  6.5  83.8  21.3  24.1  6.1  11.2  - 6  . 381  ~ 4  150  .• 5  39.5  74.0  19.4  116.5 . -30.5 .  25.8  '  6.7'  88.6  23.-2  25.1  6.6  12. 1 
7  379~6"  133.7  3.5. 2  63.2  . 16.6  1~6.9  33.4 .  26.2  6.9  92.8  24 o s  I  26.1  6~ 9'- 12.8 
8  378~ 9  .  128.1  j3.8  .58.5  15.4  ~32.5  35.0  26.3  6.9  92.0  •24. 3  25.8  6. 8  - ''1l .3 
-. 
s·c::fiJR(:E:  EUR.OSTAT_  Statistical  Yearbook  - Transport,  Communications,  Tourism  and  Lloyds.  Statistical Tables 
•  MGR.T:  ·aillion  gross  registered  tons  - all ships  of  100  GRT  and  over 
~  %]  . :·percentage  of  world  total 












3  .•  5. 
and  i~~ders, miscelianeous  ·--- . 
(2)  Figure~  fo~-~EC are  for  the  •12•.  UK,  DK,  IRL  join~d EEC  in  1973,  GR  in  1981,  E  and  P  in  1986,  but  the  tonna 
fig~re~  hav~ :&e·en.  included  from  1970 .onwards  for .statistical reasons  ·--- · 
(3)  -A-ntigua, ·Bahaaas,  Bermuda,  Cayman  Isles,  Cyprus,  Gibra-ltar,  Lebanon,  Liberia,  Malta,  Panama,  St.  Vincent, 
Vanuatu.  (Figures  for  the· years  to  1983  provided  in  COM(85)90  are  not  directly comparable  as  a  result  of 
reclassification  of  a  number  of  count~ies) 
(4)  Socialist- cb~ntries  Q~Eastern Euro~e: Albania,.Bulgaria, ·czechoslovakia,  DRG,  Ru~gary,  Poland,  Romania, 
USSR.  .  _  __.~  .  .  ,.. 
(5)  Newly  Incluetrl.allsed  Countries  of  the  Far  East:  Rep.  of  China,  Hong  Kong,  Singapore  and  South  Korea. 
' TABLE  2  :  WORLD  SEABORNE  TRADE,  1977-1988 
in Million  tonnes 
TOTAL  TRADE  CRUDE  OIL  OIL  PRODUCTS  IROH  ORE  COAL  GRAIN  OTHERS 
ESTIMATE  ESTIMATE 
1977  3 399  1 451  273  276  132  147  1  120 
1978  3 466  1 432  270  278  127  169  1 190 
1979  3  714  1  497  279  327  159  182  1 270 
1980  3 606  1 320  276  314  188  198  1 310 
1981  3 461  1  170  267  303  210  206  1 305 
1982  3  199  993  285  "=-273  208  200  1 240 
1983  3 090  930  -282- 257  197  199  1 225 
1984  3 292  930  297  306  232  207  1 320 
1985  3 293  871  288  321  272  181  1 360 
1986  3 385  958  305  311  276  165  1 370 
1987  3 457  970  309  309  283  186  1 390 
1988  (estimate)  3 666  1050  315  345  298  188  1 470 
in  thous~nd Million  tonne-.iles 
TOTAL  TRADE  CRUDE  OIL  OIL  PRODUCTS  IROH  ORE  COAL  GRAIN  OTHERS 
~STIHATE  ESTIMATE 
1977  17  453  10  408  995  1 386  643  801  3  220 
1978  16  934  9 561  985  1 384  604  945  3 455 
1979  17  513  9 452  1 045  1 599  786  1 026  3 605 
1980  16  611  8  219  1 020  1 613  952  1 087  3 720 
1981  15  662  7  193  1 000  1 508  1 120  1  131  3 710 
1982  13  499  5  212  1 070  1 443  1094  1  120  3560 
1983  12  580  4  478  1 080  1 320  1 057  1  135  3 510 
1984  13  426  4 508  1 140  1 631  1 270  1  157  3 720 
1985  13  065  4 007  1  150  1 675  1 479  1 004  3 750 
1986  13  856  4640  1 265  1 671  1 586  914  3 780 
1987  14  273  4  671  1 320  1 728  1 653  1 061  3 840 
1988  (esti~~ate)  15  170  5080  1 350  1 870  1 740  1 070  4 060 
NOTE:  Attention  is drawn  to  the  figures  for grain which  include  sorghun  and  soya  beans  (in addition  to wheat,  Maize,  barley,  oats  and  rye)  for  the 
entire period. 
SOURCE:  Fearn1eys,  Oslo,  Review  1988 GRAPH  1  : 
Cargo carried by world fleet 1965-1988 
Blll.~~~ttr.t  .. 
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.source:  lSI.  Bremen.  Dasell.  on  data  lara Fnrnleys Review TABLE  3  :  HERCRAM'l'  FLEETS  (1) - ABALYSIS  BY  COKKtliiTY  SHIP  REGISTERS  (2) 
-
1975  1980  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988 
FLAG 
N°  of  KGRT  N°  of  KGRT  N°  of  MGRT  ~·_of -KGRT  N°  of  KGRT  N°  of  MGRT  N°  of  MGtT  --
ships,  ships  -ships- ships  -ships  ships  ships-
B.  99  1.3  105  1.7  125  2.3  124  2.3  117  2.3  112  2.1  103  1.9 
- . 
DK  950  4.3  746  5.2  643  5.1  607  4.8  575  4.5  588  4.6  549  4.2 
~-
n  '  562  10.4  465  11.6  405- 8e6  381  7.9  415  5.6  315  4.1  291  4.2 
FRG.  1578  8.2  1492  8.0  1424  6.0  1447  5.9  1410  5.3  1099  4.1  923  3.7 
.. 
GR.  2561  22.4  3634.  39.4  2673  34.9  2353  30.9  1995  28.3  1679  23.4  1584  21.8
1 
I 
IR.L.  51  -0.2  63  0.2  69  0.2  67  0.2  69  0.1  64  0.1  66  0.1 
-
IT.  12~2  9.9  1154  10.9  978  9.0  956  8.6  947  7.6  - _943- ------7.6  930  7.4 
--
-
NL.  802  5.4  690  5.3  635  4.0  630  3.7  644  3.8  620  .].4  565  3.2 
PORT •  169  1~1  121  1.2  109  1.4  112  1.3  100  1.0  .77  0.9  76  0.9 
.  . 
SP.  804  4.8  817  7.5  765  6.4  740  5.6  674  4.9  609  4.4  554  3.8 
·~- --
UK~  2246  '32.2  1931  26 •. 1  1216  14.9  1135  13.3  1026  10.6  916  7.5  871  7.2 
EEC-11 11044  100.2 11218  117.1  9042  92.8  8552  84.5  7972  74.0  7022  63.2  6512  58.5 
- -
Source  :  Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 
(l) 
(2) 
Merchant  fleet. excluding fishing vessels,  tugs,  dredgers,  ice-breakers,  research vessels, 
supply ships,  tenders- and  miscellaneous. Vessels  100  GRT  and  over. 
These  figures  include various "second" registers e.g.  the Isle of Man  and  Kerguelen  Islands TABLE  4 
DEVELOPKENT  OF  EEC  IIATIOIJAL  FLA.G  PIZETS  AND  EEC  OWNED  FLEETS  tnmER.  THE  FLA.G  OF  OPEN  REGISTRY  COutmUES  BE'l"WEEN 
1981 AND  1987  (Veaae1a of  500  t.DWT aod over) 
NATIONAL  FLAG  OPEN  REGISTRY  FLEET 
National  Flag - 1000  DWT  Beneficial ownership - 1000  DWT 
M.S •.  TANKERS  BULK  OTHERS  TOTAL  TANKERS  BULK  OTHERS  TOTAL 
CARRIERS  CARRIERS 
1981  '1987  1981  1987  1981  1987  1981  1987  1981  1987  1981  1987  1981  1987  1981  1987 
B.  500  382  1581  2508  867  764  2948  3654  - - 19  101  26  123  45  224 
DK  4851  4554  883  456  2244  1951  7978  6961  8  81  593  285  123  504  724  870 
FRG  5146  569  2671  618  4592  4472  12409  5659  2398  2150  1518  2655  1858  2535  5774  7340 
FR  14684  4844  2695  1493  2730  2070  20112  8407  884  1231  219  88  147  450  1258  1768 
GR  26976  18540  31122  19287  15425  4949  73513  42776  14845  19245  4875  19614  2866  6296  22586  45155 
IRL  23  27  239  - 76  136  342  163  - - - - 10  28  10  28 
IT  8221  4765  6778  4954  - 2459  17429  12178  987  192  917  166  291  345  2195  703 
NL  4410  1278  963  551  3226  3294  8599  5123  1529  623  51  513  902  869  2483  2004 
PORT  1449  1005  193  477  539  221  2181  1703  33  32  54  89  20  90  107  211 
SP  9303  4352  2168  1958  1630  2077  13101  8387  0  6  76  143  90  113  166  262 
UK  22848  5083  11036  2675  7388  3918  41272  11676  1906  2731  451  1723  786  1222  3140  5676 
EEC  98414  45399  60329  34997  41141  26311  199884  106687  22590  26292  8773  25375  7122  12577  38485  64244 
WORLD  335464  245492  199452  231802  162272  163470  697188  640764  111510  93787  56558  77782  29629  44973  197697  216382 
------
Sources:  OECD  and  UNCTAD TABL~  ~  :  DISTRIBUTION  OF  VORLD  MERCHANT  FLEETS  BY  CATEGORY  OF  VESSEL  AND  FLAG- 1988  (1) 
of  which:  ( 2)  (3) 
WORLD  0  E  C  D  E  E  C  OR  COMECON  OTHERS 
MGRT  MGRT  %  MGRT  %  MGRT  %  MGRT  %  MGRT  % 
Oil  & oil/chemical  &  127.9  45.5  35.6  21. 3  16.6  55.4  43.3  5.5  4.3  21. 5  16.8 
miscellaneous  tankers 
Chemical  tankers  3.5  1.4  39.5  0.5  14.2  1.4  39.2  0.0  0.6  0. 7  20.0 
Liquified  gas  carriers  9.8  4.9  50.5  1.0  10.2  2. 5  25.4  0.2  2.0  2.2  22.4 
TOTAL  TANKERS  141.2  51.8  36.7  22.8  16.1  59.3  42.0  5.7  4.0  24.4  17.2  -- - -- -- .-- -- - --
Ore/Bulk/oil  carriers  20.0  5.2  26.0  2.8  14.0  10.0  49.8  0.9  4.4  3. 9  19.5 
Ore  & bulk carriers  109.6  31.9  29.1  15. 1  13.7  37.6  34.3  7. 2  6. 6  32. 9  30.0 
TOTAL  BULK  CARRIERS  129.6  37.1  28.6  17.9  13.8  47.6  36.7  8.1  6.3  36.8  28.3 
General  cargo  71.9  19.8  27.6  8.6  11.9  17.8  24.8  11.3  15. 7  23.0  31.9 
Containers  (Fully Cellular)  22.1  11.4  51.5  5.9  26.7  4.3  19.6  0.9  4.0  5.5  24.8 
Passenger,  ferries,  vehicle 
carriers  & other  merchant  14.2  7. 9  55.9  3.2  22.5  3.6  25.4  0.8  5.6  1.9  13.4 
vessels 
TOTAL  GENERAL  CARGO  AND 
OTHER  MERCHANT  VESSELS  108.2  39.1  36.1  17.7  16.3  25.7  23.8  13.0  12.0  30.4  28.0  --
TOTAL  ALL  SHIPS  378.9  128.1  33.8  58.5  15.4  132.5  35.0  26.7  7.0  91.6  24.2 
Source:  Lloyd's  Register  of  shipping  - Statistical Tables  1988 
•  MGRT:  million  gross  registered  tons  - all ships  of  100  GRT  and  over 
•  %  :  percentage  of  world  total 
(1)  Merchant  fleet:  excluding  the  fishing  fleet,  tugs,  dredgers,  icebreakers,  research  ships,  supply  ships 
and  tenders,  miscellaneous 
(2)  Open  registry  countries:  Antigua,  Bahamas,  Bermuda,  Cayman  Isles,  Cyprus,  Gibraltar,  Lebanon,  Liberia, 
Malta,  Panama,  St  Vincent,  Vanuatu 
(3)  Socialist  countries  of  Eastern  Europe:  Albania,  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia,  DRG,  Hungary,  Poland, 
Romania,USSR. 
I lOUD tll:MW.Nf nn:r;  Ships of 1.00 goss t.cDII!ge and 1J1W1rc1 
GRaJP  Cf"  FJ.AQ; :  EEC  by  pd.ncipal. types 
In lOCO  gross  tamage 
FlAG  GWil  on.  lon./OfliJCAL at:HICAL  iu~IDJ  IIIMln.  foi!E&IU.K  lUI'AL  <»£RAL  <XNrAll£R  PASSaG:R  1UW. 
&  torAL  ~  ~  ~  GAS  CARRifllS  CWUEI!S  Ql.II.RlJ:J!S  'IANIERS  &  oo.m SIDl'S  SliPS  l'ERRllS  & <DERAL CAA(l) 
YEAR  B!U  O'llft  6.  PASSDa::R 
1  2  3  (*)  4  s  6  7  8  9  10  ll("*)  12 
(8+U)  (2  to 7)  (9  toll) 
llD.Cl\M  1970  974  :K\5.  :  - - - 318  623  351  - - 351 
75  U9f>  31>7  :  - - - S47  914  302  31  49  382 
80  1HJ6  2~  :  76  78  - 767  Ul5  323  111  47  481 
85  2251  l<ll  U4  7f>  140  zre  U57  1813  162  227  49  438 
86  2253  115  151  4  158  zre  1.207  1843  139  228  43  410 
87  'lUll  117  107  4  157  295  1055  1735  1.34  176  51  'J/>2 
88  1928  118  1.34  6  150  293  872  1573  1<ll  200  47  355 
!:IDIW!K  1970  :KIU  1.340  :  7  17  - 445  18:l9  1181  16  - U03 
75  4332  2161  :  5  Xl  - 552  2748  1169  179  236  1584 
80  5210  2007  :  5  so  - 639  3S01  973  492  244  1709 
85  47M  21)48  1SO  8  142  - 423  2m  7S4  986  255  1995 
86  4464  1830  214  2  144  - 290  2480  (,80  1QXl  274  1964 
87  46U  1740  427  7  98  251  2523  725  1044  320  2089 
88  4229  1576  478  11  94  - 163  2322  566  1007  334  1907 
rtWo:  1970  '!6)7  y.n  :  5  86  n  655  4:m  1397  27  183  lfi07 
75  10390  6938  :  62  241  638  768  8647  1392  139  2U  1743 
80  11557  m7  :  so  322  fUJ  931  9689  U79  410  179  18f>8 
85  'I1W>  4332  14  52  271  388  lOU  6069  960  673  184  18l7 
86  5633  2589  14  24  258  132  826  3843  880  700  202  1790 
87  sa.3  2451  23  24  227  132  726  3583  668  634  178  1479 
88  4204  1934  25  14  184  - 696  28$5  f>l7  560  1n  l'Y<9 
Gl:»>A.'I'l."  1970  7519  1643  :  10  6  S4  1441  3154  4l'HJ  162  104  431>5 
75  II:ZXl  2725  :  9  23  123  2078  4958  2485  638  149  3272 
80  l!t1J7  2757  :  18  Xl  42  1638  4485  2Ul  1227  174  3522 
85  S92S  U41  152  76  197  90  678  2434  1759  1551  181  3491 
86  5339  593  157  72  216  90  469  1597  1798  1757  181  3742 
87  41U  155  161  46  141  90  3U  905  UX>  1713  195  3307 
88  371fo  lOS  161  40  12S  168  176  n5  1100  1652  199  2951 
GRJ:1XE  1970  10638  3872  :  - 8  l52  2032  f,()64  4451  - l2J  4574 
75  22449  8295  :  1  17  Ul5  5957  15485  6321  lS  608  69M 
80  39376  11780  :  8  33  2741  131>14  28176  10433  38  729  11200 
85  :nl95  9276  90  3  M  2149  13175  V.7S9  S416  103  617  6131> 
86  28ZS6  10235  24  3  63  1423  11779  23527  3974  142  613  4729 
87  23403  9125  143  3  63  1016  9540  19890  2755  169  588  35U 
88  2181.5  8380  134  5  62  983  90n  1&>41  2287  201  687  3175 
IREJ..6Jll  1970  l52  3  :  - - - 82  85  M  1  - f>7 
75  198  6  :  1  - - 148  155  16  7  20  43 
80  188  7  :  3  - - 101  111  42  5  30  77 
85  167  s  4  - - - 57  M  40  18  43  101 
!16  121  4  4  - - - - 8  52  18  43  113 
87  123  4  lS  - - - - 19  52  18  33  104 
88  U9  3  19  - - - - 22  59  15  33  107 
ITAU'  1970  7023  2721  :  40  116  492  1597  4966  1471  - .586  2057 
75  9'128  ioOf>l  :  25  148  1554  2006  n94  1144  97  893  2134 
80  10861  46115  :  70  204  1612  2Xl2  8873  1056  2D8  n4  1988 
85  8588  3579  22  94  175  905  2131>  6911  814  269  594  1677 
86  7631  2513  48  111  187  932  2127  5918  889  V.7  sn  1713 
87  7516  2732  93  110  192  900  181.3  5754  960  252  594  lin> 
88  7395  2587  99  120  187  1017  1543  5553  975  251  616  1842 
Nf:DiElU.  1970  4989  1985  :  18  23  45  437  25C8  2358  9  114  2481 
75  5414  2637  :  13  58  - S08  3216  l&'a  154  176  2198 
80  5341  2S03  :  20  64  - 6S4  3241  1584  380  131>  2100 
85  3650  553  192  43  61  - 699  lS48  1356  574  1n  2102 
86  3820  M7  264  74  62  - 52A  1591  1486  547  19f>  2229 
87  3388  499  m  M  43  - 318  1.203  1425  527  232  2184 
88  3195  31>9  248  58  28  - 295  998  1380  579  238  2197 
!'ORI'Ir.AL 1970  n1  248  ;  - 4  - 11  263  373  - 85  458 
75  1054  5111  :  5  "  - 73  S96  392.  6  58  456 
8)  l2D8  ns  :  6  4  - 73  858  329  6  15  3SO 
85  1291  860  - 6  2  - 158  1026  238  9  18  265 
~  I?  m  - l  ~  - m  m  ~  ~  ' 
~  - -
88  85S  486  - 6  - - 267.  759  58  7  31  96 
~  1970  2864  1423  :  2  67  - 270  1762  1054  9  39  1102 
75  48lo6  2556  ;  2  52  261  792  3(,63  m  32  174  11!13 
80  7495  .. 4818  :  lS  56  256  993  6158  1141  39  1S7  1337 
85  5688  7S74  32  92  69  128  11!13  4388  1002  139  159  lXO 
86  4862  23SO  21  91  69  117  1058  3706  886  117  153  1156 
87  4364  2083  32  96  69  117  943  3339  781  104  141  1025 
88  :m8  lli01  26  90  74  117  988  28911  659  91  U2  88.':! 
UK  l'ilO  24690  12032  :  55  97  365  3485  lli034  7524  3n  755  8656 
7~  32lf>2  1~  :  170  703  2918  5118  r!IJ]6  4886  1347  853  7CW. 
80  26103  13m  :  165  1052  2349  3872  20668  XlXl  16n  733  5435 
85  l..33fi2  5790  147  140  717  870  2144  98al  1339  1522  693  3554 
86  lO'JJ6  Ul3  92  ll3  700  514  1636  7386  1125  1419  6Ht  3210 
87  7516  2732  92  m  144  312  1181.  4592  8M  1354  705  2~4 
88  7235  2764  71  120  144  2A2  1043  4384  814  1335  7f1l  2851 
(*)  incllllcs ~  tanlers 
(**)  1nclu5es pas~~e~Fr/cargo shi;ls; wilicle cartier's, ferries and~  wssels; and liwstoclt carr1ers TABLE  7 
Percentage  shares  in  the world's container fleet 
in  1981  and  1987 
1981  1987 
OECD  71.2  55.3 
Open  .registry  7.5  17.5 
Eastern  Bloc  2.8  3.8 
Market  economy 
developing  countries  14.6  18. 1 
-Others  (PRC,  Taiwan, 
Bermuda,  Gibraltar, 
Israel,  South 
Africa)  3.9  5.3 
Developaent  of  the  container fleets  of  Bong  Kong  and 
Taiwan 
1981  1987 
No.  GRT  No.  GRT 
HONG  KONG 
- own  flag  21  380.000  2'1  437.000 
- open  registry  51  1. ooo. 000 
TAIWAN 
- own  flag  13  296.000  51  1.405.000 
- open  registry  39  1. 115.000 D1U 8  : MIKBANl' P'UEIS  :  AlB c:nBlWDl BY PP.RC!.Rl'ME  SHARE  rR  '1UI'AL 1111' - 1• 
(Sbips of :m 'I!Pl&t sod ewer-) 
o-4YEARS  5-9 YEARS  1Q-14  YEARS  15-19 YEARS  2Q-24  YEARS 
OECD  17.3  23.1  38.0  13.7  3.6 
EEC  14.0  20.2  43.1  15.3  4.3 
DellJiark  23.9  20.8  48.4  s.o  1.5 
France  11.2  15.7  67.7  4.0  1.1 
Getmar~yFR  38.3  _,  33.2  14.4  11.2  2.1 
Greece  11.3  15.3  43.0  21.3  5.3 
Italy  4.8  12.5  46.7  19.9  7.0  . 
~  8.2  25.5  50.0  13.3  1.6 
UK  6.2  27.6  47.3  11.3  6.1 
<IMI!Xm  13.0  24.6  25.4  15.4  15.6 
Develo~  comtrles  18.0  20.9  35.2  17.3  5.1 
Open ngistty  14.1  16.1  47.4  17.4  3.6 
---------------'----
saKE: ISL Bremen  and Uo)ds Register of 9dpp~ 
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1.4 TABLE  9:  PERSONNEL  EMPLOYED  IN M.S.  FLEETS  :  BY  NATIONALitt  (1980.  198·6p  1988) 














1980  1986  1987  1988 
2526  2332.  2162  2016 
11975  8846  8028  7214 
14947+  .  6695  6038  .. 
20894  16301  13284  11816 
52518  28791**  .  .  .  . 
1990  794  861  .  . 
54700**  29753  25959  25237 
6139  10071  8099  7098 
5856+  2913+  2201  1790 
22928  19873  14701  12977 
58650+  28980+  24808  .. 
Source  :  OECD 
*  all non-nationals  together 
+  previous year's figures 
OECD 
1980  1986  1987 
636  474  457 
670  305  243 
4 +  2  1 
3750  4169  *  3389* 
1074  (1)  3143***  .  . 
10  249  105 
- - -
1863  4147  *  3063* 
- - -
- - -
13411+*  5211+*  5434* 
no  information  available 
(1) Portuguese  only 
**  estimate  (ISL,  Shipping statistics yearbook  1988) 
***  As  at  20th  September  1986 
OTHER 
1988  1980  1986  1987  1988 
428  142  122  101  95 
277  2037  628  538  419 
.  .  203+  110  84  .  . 
3261*  2397  4169  *  3389* 3261* 
.  .  25867  3143***  .  .  .  . 
.  .  2  34  14  .  . 
- - - - -
2582*  1910  4147  *  3063*  2582* 
- - - - -
- - - - -
.  .  13411*  5211**  5434*  .  . 
-----
TOTAL 
1980  1986  1987  1988 
3304  29"28  2720  2539 
14682  9779  8809  7940 
15154+  6807  6123  .  . 
27041  20470  16673  15077 
79459  31934***  .  .  .  . 
'  2002  1077  980  .  . 
I 
...... 
54700  29753  25959  25237 
9912  14218  11162  9680 
5856+  2113  2201  1790 
22928  19873  14701  12977 
72061+  30019  28772  .. TABLE  10:  STRUC'IURE  OF  COSTS  FOR.  SELECTED  VESSELS 
Country  Vessel  Age 
(Year) 
Total Costs  (Percentases) 
Net  salary  Taxes  Depreciation Interest  Fuel  Insurance  Repairs/  Overheads  Others 
on  wages  Maintenance 
UK  Container  1  7.0  2.3  58.3  17.6  9.6  1.4  1.1  1.4  1.4 
"  ..  5  ll.  7  3.8  30.9  20.3  16.1  2.4  10.1  2.4  2.4 
Norway  Bulker  1  24.2  5.1  37.0  9.9  11.1  0.9  3.6  3.8  4.4 
"  "  5  27.5  5.8  13.3  21.7  12.6  1.0  8.6  3.8  5.6 
"  ..  12  37.9  8.0  2.5  4.6  17.3  1.4  15.3  6.0  7.0 
Operation~lCosts onlx 
Ireland  Container  23.8  14.4  - - 39.8  5.9  4.7  5.8  5.8 
Italy  Bulker  41.5  13.7  - - 20.9  1.7  6.8  7.2  8.4 
Source:  KPMG  Peat Marwick Treuhand  Gmbh 